KALEIDOSCOPE
GATHERING 2016

PORTALS

Kaleidoscope Gathering is a completely nonpartisan gathering. We are open to people of all
faiths, religions, cultures, abilities, genders and
sexual orientations. This gathering is committed
to fostering tolerance and creating safe spaces.
While some of our workshops and rituals do
refer to the teachings and philosophies of
various schools of thought, the gathering is not
in any way officially aligned with any of these
beliefs or institutions.

WARNING
SCIENTISTS HAVE DISCOVERED
THAT FAILING TO READ THIS
PROGRAM COVER TO COVER WILL
RESULT IN AN INTERDIMENSIONAL
PORTAL OPENING BETWEEN YOUR
SLEEPING BAG AND THE RESERVOIR
OF A PORT-A-POTTY.
SERIOUSLY.
IT’S BEEN PROVEN…
Y’KNOW, WITH SCIENCE
AND STUFF.
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WELCOME HOME

WE MISSED YOU

This gathering is an incredible gift that our community members give to one another.
Many volunteers, from dedicated event staff members to Raven’s Knoll work weekenders, make this amazing festival.
The theme for this year is “Portals.” Portals are liminal gates; some are found and some
are created. They can be talismans, places, or intentions. They exist within us and without, as doorways to access that which is ‘Other’ or beyond. Archetypes of transformation through to metaphors of entry and exit are portals. So too can holy places, or the
vaunted arches created by our intentions, be gates that manifest in the mind’s eye. There
is a poetry to objects, amulets, and talismans, that transport both memory and soul.
Open the doorway to Spirit, inscribe for yourself the sacred sill that will vault your next
steps.
Much is planned for the festival this year. The Stag King and Trials of Artemis are festival traditions, as are the Rainbow Pride Parade, the Gendered rituals, and … of
course ... the Bardic Competition. The Munchkinland Children's programming will be
brimming with fun for the wee anklebiters. There will be concerts, including Pagan acts
from near and far, both old and new, and a glowing band of post-apocalyptic beats. The
main ritual will be led by Sarah Anne Lawless, and will take you through a portal. Also,
be prepared for a plethora of other rituals and shenanigans, including portals hidden in
plain sight. The Charity Auction and other activities will again be collecting funds to
support our neighbours, the Eganville Foodbank.

All this and we have not even gotten to the vast plethora of workshops on a bewildering
array of fantastically interesting and fortuitously enlightening Pagan, Heathen, Magickal
and esoteric spiritual paths and traditions! KG is what you, individually, make of it. As
Lady Pamela always said, “Everyone has something to share, everyone has something
to learn.” Hail the volunteers!
Trance in the darkness to the beat of the drum around the fire until the wee hours or rise
early from slumber and hike through the Spiral in the woods to the sound of birds. Lie
still in the sun serenaded by the sound of splashing in the river or walk the Shrine Trail
in dappled light. Commune with spirits and gods at a Sacred Well or contemplate the
whispering leaves of the forest trees in the Birch Grove. Sit and chat with new friends
and old.
With bright blessings, in frith, all my relations,

Austin ‘Auz’ Lawrence,
Maryanne ‘MA’ Pearce
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THINGS TO KNOW

READ THIS

RULES: The r ules of KG ar e on the back cover of this pr ogr am. Read them yet? No? Well
go read them! … ok, you can finish this section first. THEN go read them.

FIRE PITS AND FIRE SAFETY

SMOKEY SAYS

FIRES: Fir e safety is ever yone's r esponsibility. Absolutely no campfir es, candles or open
flames in the pine forests. Personal fires are permitted in some areas—please check with Badger,
TomyHawk, Auz or Brendan. You must have your own fire bowl. Please be very careful with
lanterns and gas stoves. No charcoal or naptha BBQs are permitted. If you smoke, always dispose
of your butts safely. In the past KGs, butts have been found on the roads, paths, campsites, Mirkwood and the Pine forests; very scary. There is a fire safety warning meter in front of the Rookery
that shows the fire safety level and informs you if a campfire ban has gone into effect.
BUTT CANS: Butt cans ar e ar ound the site for smoker s. Do not put gar bage or r ecycling in
these! Also, no doggie scoop bags. Flaming poop might sound funny, but it really is not.
LED & FANCY LIGHTS: Ther e ar e some amazing new LED contr aptions that look ver y
much like candle or fire light. Of course, fire safety is really important. But at the same time, it
can annoying to have Flying Monkeys coming by to ask about it all week. So we have a coloured
tag that can be clipped (clip provided) to your set-up so Monkeys can see it is awesomely safe. If
you see a Monkey walking by, flag them down and get a tag and clip.
DRUMMING FIREPIT ETIQUETTE: The dr umming and dancing fir e pit is one of the
highlights of the festival. There are several basic etiquette rules that you should be aware of:









Be considerate of your fellow fire-goers. Many people are barefoot, so no glass bottles at any
of the bonfires. There will be empty pop bottles at the entrance to the dancing fire to pour
your bottles into before recycling and entering into the pit area.
If you are dancing, don’t smoke. Lit cigarettes and bare skin don’t mix. (Also, leave your
beverage container aside when you dance.)
Screaming and yelling are not part of the dancing and drumming experience, and disturb
campers and neighbours in ways the lovely sound of drums do not. Excessive noise / yelling
is not appropriate, especially at 3 in the morning!
Libate the drummers (and dancers—and Fire Keepers). Drumming and dancing is hard, hot,
thirsty work. Bottles of water passed around are very much appreciated.
If you are standing around, remember to allow space for a second circle of dancers to form,
if required. This is where the faster dancers and meditative or trancing dancers usually circle.
At the fire pit, people are dressed or undressed as personal expressions of spirituality or freedom. Nakedness is not an invitation to staring, physicality or social attention. (Remember,
although someone may interact in a familiar way during the day—e.g. offering hugs—in
states of nakedness new boundaries apply.) Treat all with respect and keep KG a safe place.
Please do mind the Fire Keepers, and don’t forget to say “thank you” and “hello” once in a
while—Fire Keeping is a lonely job!

FIRE PITS: KG is ver y pleased to offer differ ent evening bonfir e ar eas (pending continued
approval by the local fire authorities):




The Hearth Fire is a quiet bonfire where families can relax and chat. No drumming here.
Some nights there will be sing-a-longs. Fire keepers are volunteers who have been preapproved and gone through Fire Mongers training. If a fire is desired at Antici-fest, you may
pass the hat to cover the wood costs, but please do it before dark.
The Drumming Fire is the place for drumming and dancing the night away. Skyclad welcome. This fire pit will not open until the Tuesday night before KG, when Primal Forged
hosts the Primodial Fire–Gateway.
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The Primal Forged Fire is a new, small pit in a clearing at the end of the red pines, along
Bogside, near the entrance to the Drumming Fire. You are welcome to pop over, if it’s going. It will be open later than the Hearth Fire. Please pitch in to Primal Forged for wood.

STAFF

THOSE CRAZY PEOPLE

FIRST AID & MEDICAL EMERGENCIES: Our highly skilled medical team is her e to
provide first response for moderate to serious injuries and other medical emergencies. For minor
cuts and scrapes, we encourage you to bring your own first aid kit. First Aid Kits are available at
the Medic Tent and beside the Registration Hut for you to bandage yourselves as if you were at
home. If you are experiencing or witness a medical emergency, any staff member can summon
the medics. Unless a person cannot or should not be moved, please go to the Sick Bay Cabin, near
Staff Camp (across from Registration) to be treated. The medics can meet you there. Our medics
CANNOT pr ovide any pr escr iption or over -the-counter medications, including painkillers or
antihistamines like Bendryl. If you are likely to need medications, make sure you have them.
There are voluntary medical information forms at registration. The medics may wish to meet with
you—or you can request a visit—if you have medical issues you wish to discuss ahead of time.
Sick Bay is kept locked; it has a secure refrigerator for medication if you need. There are sharp
containers in each bathroom and at Sick Bay. DO NOT dispose of needles in the garbage.
THE FLYING MONKEYS (KG Security): Look for the folks with the r adios. They ar e her e
to help everyone have an enjoyable fest by ensuring a safe and secure environment. Flying Monkeys patrol throughout Raven’s Knoll, day and night. Do not hesitate to approach them with any
problems or concerns—from walking you to your campsite in the dark to serious issues. And
please, if a Monkey asks you to do something—or stop doing something—be respectful and comply. They are only doing it for your safety and/or that of your fellow fest-goers. On the same note,
if you have any issues with a Monkey, please ask to speak to Badger (Head of Monkeys), or KG
organizers MA or Auz. It is much better to know about things in the moment than months later!
BLACK BRACELETS: All staff member s wear the black r egistr ation br acelets, and many
can be identified by the radios they may be wearing. You can always go to Staff Camp, the YAG
or Reg if they are open.

FEST STUFF

TAKE SHORT SHOWERS

CARS: You may br ing your car s to your camp site to move your gear at the star t and end of
fest, and during fest briefly if need be. The rest of the time cars must remain parked in the parking
lot. Those with valid medical or accessibility reasons may apply for a special parking permit at
Registration but these are not guaranteed. There is limited space. For those who cannot walk to
the parking lot, a shuttle can be provided. If you find a “ticket” on your car, it means that it needs
to be moved right away—you are blocking roads, obstructing, or it has been there way too long.
WORKSHOP SPACES: Each wor kshop ar ea has a white boar d, mar ker s and a few chair s.
Please use the courtesy seating system to allow Elders, the disabled, and pregnant / nursing women to use the chairs rather than having to carry their own. The workshops, as much as possible, are
in the main area to reduce the amount of walking people have to do to get between workshops.
They are:
1. The Rookery (either inside or in fr ont of the Rooker y, as the pr esenter pr efer s)
2. The Rookery Grove (to the r ight of the Rooker y)
3. The Rookery Annex (to the left of the Rooker y, befor e Munchkinland)
4. The Horseshoe Pit (to the left of the Rooker y Annex)
5. The Raven Stage
7. The Elder Grove (in the Elder camping ar ea beside the Comfor t Station)
8. The Birch Grove (on the r oad to the Dr umming Fir epit, to the left befor e the fir epit)
9. The Spiral (in the pines, on the left if you ar e headed towar ds the highway, it ’s a spiral
leading to a ritual space)
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COLOURED BRACELETS FOR THOSE UNDER 18: Anyone under 18 (the legal age of
majority in Ontario) will have a bright blue coloured bracelet. The silicone, non-latex, nonallergenic bracelets must be worn at all times. Please note that the drinking age in Ontario is 19.
CHILD FIND: As a pr ecaution, we ask all par ents to take a photo of each of their childr en
(under 17) with their cameras or cell phones (phones are preferred) when they arrive on site. If
you do not have a phone, ask a friend! In the event your child is separated from you, it can be
texted to all security staff quickly during a search. This is voluntary, obviously, but sometimes
children (or parents) do wander away or time gets away from them.
MERCURY MAIL: Inspir ed by our Kiwi visitor , Polly Lind, KG will be once again oper ate
a volunteer-run mail system. A mail box is located behind Registration. Put a note along with the
person's name and the general area they are camping in, if known. Some volunteer, hopefully in
wings, will deliver it for you. If you would like to deliver mail, stick your hand out and grab a
piece, wander around and find the addressee. This is a great way to meet new people, and to put a
little smile on someone's face!

CAMPING MAP: To aid your fr iends in finding you—and for the Mercury Mail volunteer—a
large paper map of the Knoll has been placed outside of registration. You can mark in where your
enclave is camped (ie. The Vikings, The Nun’s Wimple, Pirate Camp, Fairy Camp, etc.) so people
can find you easily. This map was created by Juniper Jeni, with help from Ang.
WANT TO VOLUNTEER?: For anyone that would like to help out for a few hour s over
fest, you can join the Goblins or the Brownies! As a Goblin you would be issued a bandana to
wear when you are willing to be pulled by a staff member to help with heavy lifting or moving
stuff. As a Brownie you will be given a short duration task to do on a specific day and time, such
as tiding or cleaning up areas around the campground. If you would like to know more about
volunteer opportunities at Kaleidoscope, please stop by the volunteer booth beside Reg. Gwen
will be at the booth to answer your questions from 10-1 and 3-5 daily, or feel free to ask questions
in passing.

THE KNOLL

WE CALL IT HOME

SACRED SPACES: Raven’s Knoll is home to a growing number of sacred spaces dedicated to
the rites and deities of many different traditions. All these spaces deserve respect, and many have
particular rites and actions that must be observed to show that respect. If you want to learn more
about the Knoll’s Sacred Spaces, Registration has a full listing, and the rules/etiquette that apply.
LIBRARY: The Raven’s Knoll Library has been set up in the Rookery with comfy seating.
Please feel free to borrow a novel—what is a beach without a good book? Please do return all
borrowed books to the bookshelves before you leave RK for others to enjoy. Donations of books
can be left at the Registration Hut. And please do not interrupt workshops that are going on!
YE AULD GRUB (The YAG): The YAG is RK’s fry truck, which has traditional yummy junk
food as well as nutritious breakfasts, lunches, and dinners. It is fully up to code for fire and health.
There is also a specialty coffee-hut and cold beverage centre. All Hail the Yag-er-meisters!
ICE: Ice can be pur chased at $3/bag fr om Reg or the YAG, when they ar e open.
PIXIE BIKES: Thanks to donations Raven’s Knoll has some lovely bicycles to borrow. Loaner
bicycles can be found at the Rookery in the bike racks. You can identify the RK bikes by the caution tape, gold spray paint or tie-dyed duct tape on the bar. Please do not keep bikes, wagons or
children’s bikes for the duration; they are there to be shared by all. If they are not tagged, they are
not Pixie Bikes!
CHARGING: CELLPHONES & LAPTOPS: Cell phones ar e a way of life these days and
many people want to keep them charged up. A station can be found at the back of the Rookery to
charge your phones and laptops. Due to the cost associated with hundreds of people charging their
equipment (more than once a fest, too), we ask that you put $0.50 for a cellphone charge and
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$2.00 for a laptop/tablets into the “Comments” box that is located in the Rookery. You are on the
honour system on charges. Thanks to the Hydro Faery for her wise idea and management of the
service. We are not responsible for lost or stolen items. Do not bring your items to registration!
CHARGING: BATTERY PACKS: Batter y packs var y in size and cost to r e-charge. The
Rookery cannot handle the charging of these items; it may blow a breaker. To charge battery
packs, please go to Registration, and the Hydro Faery will be called to pick up and charge your
pack. Price varies between $3.00 and $5.00 depending on the size. Please label your item and
don’t forget to pick it up (unless it’s a donation to RK!) Battery packs being charged in the Rookery will be removed.
ELECTRICAL SET-UPS: Ther e ar e limited number s of electr ical hook-ups. When you have
paid for an electrical site, you will be shown your plug and your cord will be tagged.
(Unauthorized electrical cords will be removed and you will be charged with hydro use.) Hydro is
for one family unit only. Sharing with other campers is not permitted and you risk losing your
hydro, period. Air conditioners and freezers are not allowed. Staff will come along to set you up
and turn on your power. Please be patient! It will get done but it may take a few minutes or a few
hours. There are lots of people and lots of jobs.
PLASTIC CHAIRS / PICNIC TABLES: The plastic white and gr een chair s ar e RK ’s, and
are not to be removed from the areas you find them in. Please do not bring them back to your
camp; these are for communal use. The red picnic tables are for the YAG. Non-red picnic tables
can be pillaged back to your camp site (only one per enclave, please). All other tables, chairs,
lawn chairs, etc. should remain where they are found.
SKYCLAD: Raven’s Knoll is privileged to be part of the local community, and we strive to be
good neighbours, including but not exclusively, to the children’s camp next door. So you may be
skyclad at your own campsite (except campsites near the beach or visible to the public from land
or water), at the drumming fire, and the pond. Clothing is required for common areas. Because the
river is public space used by our neighbours, there may be no skyclad or persons with bared
breasts bathing there. We thank everyone for their support and understanding of our need to be
good neighbours. As well, we do not want our guests (you) to be gawked at by passing boats.
(Reminder: Nakedness is not an invitation to staring, physicality or social attention. Treat all with
respect and keep KG a safe place.)
NESTS: If you see caution tape or fenced ar eas ar ound the ber ms, beach or elsewher e, it is a
turtle or ground birds’ nest. Please respect them and keep children out of the taped area.
BERMS: The ber ms ar ound the Dr umming Fir epit and Pond ar e not for climbing. Please
do not allow children or adults to play, scamper, sit or stand on them.
INTERNET HOTSPOT: The Knoll has its own Inter net hotspot, available in 1, 3, 6, 10 and
30 day periods. Register and pay for this service at Registration to get a personal password.

GARBAGE AND RECYCLING
ITS NOTE EASY BEING GREEN
RECYCLING CENTRE: The Green Fairy Tent has been a huge success. Work needed to sort
recycling has been reduced and far more people recycled in the past two years. Each day, the
recycling centre will be set up for certain set hours where all recycling and LCBO can be sorted
and disposed of by KG guests—without a fee.. You can find the Green Faeries set up behind the
comfort station daily from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Despite the ability to dispose of recycling and LCBO free at the Green Fairies, the Trolls are saddened every year to hear bottles and cans in garbage bags. As Pagans and Earth-loving people, it
is our responsibility to reduce recyclables tossed into landfills. If the Trolls hear recycling in your
garbage, do not be surprised if they hand you a pair of gloves to retrieve it, or resort to public
shaming. Please do your part.
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GARBAGE RUNS: Gar bage r uns ar e between 12:30 and 2:30 p.m. when wor kshops ar e not
being held. You can spot Wally (the 4x4) and its trailer, or listen for the call to “Bring Out Your
Dead.” Garbage is $2/bag, recycling (sorted, in clear bags) is $1/bag, LCBO (in separate bag/
box) is free. You can purchase extra garbage or recycling bags at the Rabbit Hole (registration
hut). HST is included.
SHARPS: This year , shar ps container s can be found in the bathr ooms and at Sick Bay. Do
not dispose of needles in garbage.
ADDITIONAL SORTING CENTRES: People often arrive at Registration carrying coffee,
sodas, etc. that they want to dispose of right there. Similarly, at the YAG, people have purchased
items that need to be disposed of, or have been wandering around Diagon Alley with something in
their hand. Although these are not intended to be used to dispose of your camp refuse, these bins
will have the appropriate items attached to them to help you know what can go in each bin. We
ask that everyone take a quick second to help sort out and dispose of items properly.

PETS

I HAD A PET MOOSE ONCE

More pets are attending KG these days, due to the costs of kenneling, pets with medical issues,
etc. While we are animal-lovers, we do want KG to be safe and enjoyable for all, human and animal. Pets must be registered and contained (leashes, crates, etc.) at all times; remember, there are
people with extreme dog phobias. The exception is at the pond or beach if no other guest is there.
Once another guest arrives, dogs must be leashed immediately. If you experience an issue with an
animal or its owner, please contact the Flying Monkeys. Being allowed pets at KG is a privilege,
and we appreciate everyone working together to ensure an enjoyable experience for all.
KG has pet first-aiders on site. Should your pet be injured or become ill, if they can be moved,
please go to the medic tent and ask for the Pet Medic. If the animal cannot be moved, send someone to find a staff person with a radio and a Pet Medic will come to you. Please ensure your pet
has regular access to shade and water (including going for swims) and watch for signs of heat
exhaustion. It can come on very quickly and be very serious. Call for the Pet Medic immediately.
The Yellow Dog Project allows people to know when a dog needs its personal space respected.
These dogs wear yellow to let you know who they are—usually a yellow ribbon or glow stick on
their leash or collar. Yellow dogs may be in training, elderly, recovering from surgery, have special needs or simply needing a break from all the attention they have been getting. You will probably see yellow dogs at Raven's Knoll from time to time, as yellow dogs often cannot be kennelled or left with a dog-sitter. Do not try to pet or touch a yellow dog. Do not bring your own
dog over to greet it. Do not feed it any treats or scraps, as it may have dietary concerns. In fact,
it's best to simply ignore a yellow dog. If you see a yellow dog running loose, do not attempt to
catch it. Take its description and location to registration. Remember yellow dogs are GOOD dogs,
who just need a little space. For more info: http://theyellowdogproject.com

CHARITABLE DONATIONS

GIVE NOW

Ever since we moved to RK, our local food bank (Eganville & District Community Food Bank)
had been our chosen recipient for charitable donations. In our years here at RK, we have donated
a total of $5,282 through auctions, Prosperity Rituals, tile sales and donations. What a wonderful
show of support for the local community.
CHARITY AUCTION: As r equested by the Elder s, at the auction, you may choose to have
your donation go towards the Eganville Food Bank or Raven’s Knoll. Your choice is confidential.
Items to donate can be left in the donation bin beside Registration. (BTW, if MA & Auz win a
bid, the money goes to the foodbank, if you wondered).
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SCHEDULE

LET THE FUN BEGIN

Over the next few pages you will find the day-by-day schedules. Following that, all the rituals,
concerts, special events and workshops have been placed in one single, alphabetized list. In this
list you will find all ritual descriptions—marked in the schedule with an “R”— beginning with the
word “Ritual” and together under “R” in the alphabetized list. All concerts and special event descriptions—marked with an “E” in the schedule—begin with the word “Event” and are together
under “E” in the alphabetical list.

ANTICI-FEST
Friday, July 22
7:00 p.m.
AA/NA Friends of Bill W. ............ ....................................... Munchkinland
9:00 p.m.
Movie ............................................ ....................................... Rookery
Saturday, July 23
3:00 p.m.
Board games ................................. ....................................... Rookery
7:00 p.m.
AA/NA Friends of Bill W. ............ ....................................... Munchkinland
9:00 p.m.
Movie ............................................ ....................................... Rookery
Sunday, July 24
2:00 p.m
RK Tour ........................................ Auz ................................ Meet at Rookery
8:00 p.m.
The trading game .......................... Jeff ................................. Rookery
7:00 p.m.
Friends of Bill W. ......................... ....................................... Munchkinland
Monday, July 25th
12:00 p.m.
Sign up for pizzas ......................... ....................................... YAG
5-8:00 p.m. Pizza pick-up................................. ....................................... Bread Oven
7:00 p.m.
AA/NA Friends of Bill W. ............ ....................................... Munchkinland
9:00 p.m.
Movie ............................................ ....................................... Rookery
Tuesday, July 26th
2:00 p.m.
RK Tour ........................................ Auz ................................ Meet at Rookery
7:00 p.m.
AA/NA Friends of Bill W. ............ ....................................... Munchkinland
9:00 p.m.
Movie ............................................ ....................................... Rookery
10:00 pm.
Primordial Fire-Gateway............... Primal Forged ................ Drumming Firepit

DAILY EVENTS
9:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Anytime
Anytime
Anytime
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Yoga.............................................. Laurie............................. Beach
AA/NA Friends of Bill W ............. ....................................... Munchkinland
Children’s Leather Craft ............... Gregory.......................... Diagon Alley
Rune’d Leather ............................. Gregory.......................... Diagon Alley
Carving Celtic Knotwork .............. Gregory.......................... Diagon Alley

R=Ritual, E=Event—All items so marked can be found under those words in the alphabetical descriptions. All other items can be found in alphabetical order by their workshop title.
Munchkinland items (except AA/NA) can be found on pages 16-17.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 27
9:00 a.m.

Yoga .............................................. Laurie .................................... Beach
Archery ......................................... KG Staff ................................ Archery Field
Pokémon: Orientation ................... Pokémon Master Phoenix ..... Rookery

10:00 a.m.

E-Munchkinland Greet .................. Munchkinlanders................... Munchkinland
KG Choir ....................................... Ja ........................................... Birch Grove

11:00 a.m.

R-Greeting Ritual .......................... MA & Auz ............................ Raven Field

11:30 a.m.

KG 101 .......................................... Brynn & Eagle Eyes.............. Rookery
So You Think You Can’t Sing ...... Ja ........................................... Birch Grove

12:00 p.m.

Pokémon: Arena Battles!............... Pokémon Master Phoenix ..... ?????

2:00 p.m.

Make Your Own Boffo Weapon ... Hobbesidian Order ................ Rookery
Songs of Transition ....................... Christina................................ Stage
Percussion Ensemble ..................... Ja ........................................... Birch Grove

3:30 p.m.

R-Techno Spirit ............................. Jeff ........................................ Stage
Warrior Circle Techniques ............ Stern Paul .............................. Birch Grove
Body Positivity & You .................. Pegacorn ............................... Rookery Annex
Tarot as a Portal ............................ Caroline................................. Rookery

5:00 p.m.

E-Meet, Meat & Mead .................. J.S. ........................................ Viking Camp
E-Elders’ Tea ................................ WyldCard .............................. Rookery
Shut the Darn Door ....................... Sarah W ................................ Rookery Annex
Adult Bardic Workshop ................ Hobbesidian Order ................ Birch Grove

7:00 p.m.

AA/NA Friends of Bill W. ............ .............................................. Munchkinland

8:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
After Concert

E-Fiddlehead Soup Concert........... .............................................. Stage
R-Fire Lighting Ritual ................... Salamander............................ Drumming Firepit
CE 5 Portal Meditation .................. Rick ....................................... Beach
E-Tabletop Gaming 18+ ................ Melissa .................................. Rookery

MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE
Incredible once-in-a-lifetime sale in Diagon Alley!
Tomorrow (Thursday) night at participating vendors.
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R=Ritual, E=Event—All items so marked can be found under those words in the alphabetical descriptions. All other items can be found in alphabetical order by their workshop title.
Munchkinland items (except AA/NA) can be found on pages 16-17.

THURSDAY, JULY 28
9:00 a.m.

Axe Throwing ............................... KG Staff ................................Archery Field
Yoga.............................................. Laurie.....................................Beach
Gateway to N.I.P ........................... Tasha & Nursing Moms.........Rookery

10:00 a.m.

R-Trials of Artemis ....................... Huntress Council ...................Raven Field
KG Fest Choir Practice ................. Ja............................................Birch Grove
Self-Care ....................................... WyldCard ..............................Spiral
...................................................... ...............................................(meet at Rookery)

11:30 a.m.

Whetstones and Hammers ............. Auz ........................................Rookery
Vocal Improvisation...................... Ja............................................Stage
Herb Walk .................................... Laurie.....................................Meet at Rookery
Connecting Portals ........................ Jeff .........................................Spiral

12:00 p.m.

Pokémon: Arena Battles! .............. Pokémon Master Phoenix ......?????

2:00 p.m.

R-Unity Ritual............................... ADF .......................................Nemeton
R-Teen’s Warrior Circle ............... Hobbesidian Order.................Birch Grove
A Canadian Witch in Oxford ........ Bob & Yvonne.......................Rookery
Pitch ‘n Bitch ................................ Ferryman & Ari .....................Rookery Annex
Percussion Ensemble .................... Ja............................................Stage

3:30 p.m.

R-Men’s Warrior Circle ................ Hobbesidian Order.................Birch Grove
TRANSforming Ourselves ............ Abhann ..................................Rookery Grove
Portal Self-Defense ....................... RisingPheonix........................Rookery
KG 101 (tractor tour follows) ....... Brynn & Eagle Eyes ..............Rookery Annex
Auction ......................................... ...............................................Stage

5:00 p.m.

R-Handfasting ............................... Ingo & Christine ....................Vé (meet at the
...................................................... ...............................................Rookery)
E-LGBTTIQQ2S Meet-Up ........... Alex .......................................Elder Grove
Drumming 101 .............................. TomyHawk & Kevin .............Birch Grove
Altars Anywhere ........................... Myst & Ang ...........................Rookery

7:00 p.m.

E-Mead Competition ..................... ...............................................Rookery
AA/NA Friends of Bill W. ............ ...............................................Munchkinland

8:00 p.m.

E-Squid Lid Concert ..................... ...............................................Stage
E-Midnight Madness!!! ................. Vendors .................................Diagon Alley
E-Bedtime Bardic Service ............. Hobbesidian Order.................Sign up at
...................................................... ...............................................Registration

8-10 p.m.
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FRIDAY, JULY 29
9:00 a.m.

Yoga .............................................. Laurie .................................... Beach

10:00 a.m.

R-Stag King................................... Dead Stags ............................ Meet at the Beach
Inclusive Wicca ............................. Yvonne.................................. Birch Grove
Gateway to N.I.P. .......................... Tasha & Nursing Moms ........ Rookery
KG Choir ....................................... Ja ........................................... Stage

11:30 a.m.

R-Inclusive Wicca ......................... Yvonne.................................. Birch Grove
Working Through Fear .................. WyldCard .............................. Spiral (meet at
...................................................... .............................................. Rookery)
Basic Grounding & Shielding ....... Marie & Rick ........................ Rookery Grove
The Dark Side of Portals ............... RisingPhoenix ....................... Rookery Annex
Percussion Ensemble ..................... Ja ........................................... Stage

12:00 p.m.

Pokémon: Arena Battles!............... Pokémon Master Phoenix ..... ?????

2:00 p.m.

Polyamory 101 .............................. Stephen & Nadia ................... Rookery Annex
Kid’s Bardic Workshop ................. Hobbesidian Order ................ Stage
Mindfulness ................................... Steve ..................................... Birch Grove
Chocolate Workshop ..................... Windy ................................... Rookery

3:30 p.m.

R-Women’s Warrior Circle ........... Hobbesidian Order ................ Birch Grove
Thor’s Other Tools ........................ Auz........................................ Rookery Grove
The Portal Speaks to You .............. Jeff ........................................ Rookery Annex
Coping with/Healing Addiction .... VeraVera ............................... Stage

4:30 p.m.

Pride Parade prep .......................... Alex & Friends...................... Meet at Rookery

5:00 p.m.

E-Pride Parade............................... All Welcome ......................... Leaves from
...................................................... .............................................. Rookery

5:30 p.m.

R-Pride Ritual................................ Alex & Friends...................... Birch Grove

7:00 p.m.

E-Newbies Meet & Greet .............. Shamrock & Friends ............. Shamrock’s camp
............................................... .............................................. beside staff camp
AA/NA Friends of Bill W. ............ .............................................. Munchkinland

After Pride
Rit

Drumming 102 .............................. TomyHawk & Kevin............. Birch Grove

8:00 p.m.

E-Sharon Knight Concert .............. .............................................. Stage

After Concert E- Percussion Ensemble Performance .......................................... Drumming Firepit
E-Campfire Singalong ................... Pirate Kat & Christina........... Hearth Firepit
E-Tabletop Gaming 18+ ................ Melissa .................................. Rookery
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R=Ritual, E=Event—All items so marked can be found under those words in the alphabetical descriptions. All other items can be found in alphabetical order by their workshop title.
Munchkinland items (except AA/NA) can be found on pages 16-17.

SATURDAY, JULY 30
9:00 a.m.

E-Bardic sign-up (starts) ............... ...............................................Registration
Yoga.............................................. Laurie.....................................Beach
Archery ......................................... KG Staff ................................Archery Field

10:00 a.m.

Gateway to N.I.P. .......................... Tasha & Nursing Moms.........Rookery
The One True Portal? .................... Jeff .........................................Rookery Annex
KG Choir ...................................... Ja............................................Birch Grove

11:30 a.m.

R-Men’s Ritual ............................. Eagle Eyes .............................Birch Grove
Western Herbal Energetics ............ Linda......................................Rookery
Astrology: Portal to the Soul ......... Helene....................................Rookery Annex
So You Think You Can’t Sing ...... Ja............................................Stage
Naming Ceremony (Private) ......... Marie .....................................Nemeton

12:00 p.m.

Pokémon: Arena Battles! .............. Pokémon Master Phoenix ......?????

2:00 p.m.

R-Main Ritual .............................. Sarah Lawless ........................Raven Field

3:30 p.m.

E-Kid’s Bardic .............................. Hobbesidian Order.................Stage
R-Travelling the 9 Worlds ............ J.S. & Tim..............................Vé (meet at
...................................................... ...............................................Standing Stone)
Poly Parlance ................................ Nadia & Stephen....................Rookery
Chakras: The Soul’s Portal ........... Belinda...................................Rookery Annex
Authentic Relating Games ............ Jim .........................................Rookery Grove

5:00 p.m.

E-Wine & Cheese ......................... Ron & Friends .......................Rookery
16 Petal Lotus Healing .................. Jason ......................................Rookery Grove
Making Safe Spaces ...................... Bunny ....................................Spiral
Drumming 103 .............................. TomyHawk & Kevin .............Birch Grove
Wait, I Can Have a Midwife? ....... Erin & Marie..........................Rookery Annex

7:00 p.m.

AA/NA Friends of Bill W. ............ ...............................................Munchkinland

8:15 p.m.

Ride to the Bardic ......................... Brendan & Duchess ...............Meet at the
...................................................... ...............................................Rookery

Dusk

E-Bardic Competition ................... Jock McGregor ......................Drumming Firepit
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SUNDAY, JULY 31
9:00 a.m.

Axe Throwing ............................... KG Staff ................................ Archery Field
Yoga .............................................. Laurie .................................... Beach

10:00 a.m.

R-Men’s Cairn Walk ..................... Jeff ........................................ Meet at Rookery
Gateway to N.I.P. .......................... Tasha & Nursing Moms ........ Rookery
12 Races of Earth .......................... Jason ..................................... Rookery Grove
Intro to Altered States ................... Sarah L .................................. Birch Grove
KG Choir ....................................... Ja ........................................... Birch Grove

11:30 a.m.

R-Mixed Warrior Circle ................ Hobbesidian Order ................ Birch Grove
Salsa for Beginners........................ Lynn the Dark ....................... Stage
Forgotten Goddesses ..................... Jade ....................................... Rookery
Herb Walk ..................................... Laurie .................................... Meet at Rookery

12:00 p.m.

Pokémon: Arena Battles!............... Pokémon Master Phoenix ..... ?????

2:00 p.m.

R-Women’s Ritual ........................ Myst ...................................... Spiral
R-Kids’ Warrior Circle.................. Hobbesidian Order ................ Birch Grove
Water: Portal of Life ..................... Silent Raven .......................... Beach
Bread Dough! ................................ Auz........................................ Bread Oven
Beach Jam ..................................... Keenan .................................. Beach

3:30 p.m.

R-Prosperity Ritual........................ Craig ..................................... Rookery
E-Third Gender Meet .................... .............................................. Birch Grove
Utilizing Shrine Space ................... Juni........................................ Meet at
...................................................... .............................................. Registration
Numerology .................................. Jill ......................................... Rookery Grove
Spinning With Hula Hoops ........... Kimi ...................................... Stage

5:00 p.m.

Protecting our Portals .................... Mike & Susan ....................... Rookery Annex
The Small Stuff ............................. Janice .................................... Rookery Grove
Stepping Out of Our Closets ......... Abhann.................................. Rookery

7:00 p.m.

E: KG Fest Choir ........................... Ja & Choir ............................. Stage
AA/NA Friends of Bill W. ............ .............................................. Munchkinland

8:00 p.m.

E-Burning Sage Concert................ .............................................. Stage

8-10 p.m.

E-Bedtime Bardic Service ............. Hobbesidian Order ................ Sign up at
...................................................... .............................................. Registration

9:30-11 p.m. Teens’ Hide & Seek ...................... Etienne .................................. Meet at Rookery

MONDAY, AUGUST 1
2:00 p.m.

R-Farewell Ritual .......................... Auz & MA…………………. Raven Field
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MUNCHKINLAND KIDS PROGRAM
Programming at the Munchkinland Cabin usually runs from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. with a few
afternoon workshops. If the door has a “Closed” sign on it and the lights are out, please don’t
come in - this area is not to be used other than for programmed workshops.
Children over five can be left at Munchkinland (if they are comfortable being left) but parents
must advise staff of where they can be found! Please sign your child in and out!Adults are welcome at any of the craft workshops and must accompany children under 5 years of age.
Many babysitters who are “graduates” of Munchkinland are available to help your young ones if
you need to present a workshop or vend, at the rate of $5.00 an hour. You can inquire as to who is
available, but this is not a service offered by KG or Raven’s Knoll; it is strictly a private arrangement.
This schedule includes the official Munchkinland program, as well as other workshops and events
that would appeal to younger audiences. There is not a limit on the age of kids welcome – or even
if adults want to come and join us for a craft or event, please do!

WEDNESDAY, JULY 27
9:00 a.m.

Pokémon: Orientation ................... Pokémon Master Phoenix ......Rookery
Archery ......................................... KG Staff ................................Archery Field

10:00 a.m.

Meet & Greet ................................ ...............................................Munchkinland

10:30 a.m.

Alice in Wonderland Keyhole Activity .........................................Munchkinland

11:00 a.m.

Greeting Ritual .............................. ...............................................Raven Field

11:30 a.m.

“Drink Me!” Alice in Wonderland Activity ..................................Munchkinland

12:00 a.m.

Reach for the Stars Craft Workshop .............................................Munchkinland

12:00 p.m.

Pokémon: Arena Battles! .............. Pokémon Master Phoenix ......?????

2:00 p.m.

Make Your Own Boffo Weapon ... Hobbesidian Order.................Rookery

THURSDAY, JULY 28
10:00 a.m.

Portal Clay Amulets ...................... ...............................................Munchkinland

11:00 a.m.

Power Animal Activity ................. ...............................................Munchkinland

11:30 a.m.

Music as Portals ............................ ...............................................Munchkinland

12:00 p.m.

Pokémon: Arena Battles! .............. Pokémon Master Phoenix ......?????

8-10 p.m.

E-Bedtime Bardic Service ............. Hobbesidian Order.................Sign up at
...................................................... ...............................................Registration
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FRIDAY, JULY 29
10:00 a.m.

Eyes as Portals............................... .............................................. Munchkinland

11:00 a.m.

Psychedelic Art ............................. .............................................. Munchkinland

11:30 a.m.

Ferryman Sticks ............................ .............................................. Munchkinland

12:00 p.m.

Pokémon: Arena Battles!............... Pokémon Master Phoenix ..... ?????

2:00 p.m.

Kid’s Bardic Workshop ................. Hobbesidian Order ................ Stage

5:00 p.m.

Pride Parade .................................. .............................................. Leaving from
...................................................... .............................................. Rookery

After concert E-Campfire Singalong ................... Pirate Kat & Christina........... Hearth Firepit

SATURDAY, JULY 30
9:00 a.m.

Archery ......................................... KG Staff ................................ Archery Field

10:00 a.m.

Mirrors as Portals .......................... .............................................. Munchkinland

11:30 a.m.

Pyramids as Portals ....................... .............................................. Munchkinland

12:00 p.m.

Pokémon: Arena Battles!............... Pokémon Master Phoenix ..... ?????

2:00 p.m.

R-Main Ritual ............................... Sarah Lawless ....................... Raven Field

3:30 p.m.

E-Kid’s Bardic .............................. Hobbesidian Order ................ Stage

Dusk

E-Bardic Competition ................... Jock McGregor ..................... Drumming Firepit

SUNDAY, JULY 31
10:00 a.m.

Face Painting ................................. .............................................. Munchkinland

11:30 a.m.

Clean Up and Take Your Treasures Home! ................................. Munchkinland

12:00 p.m.

Pokémon: Arena Battles!............... Pokémon Master Phoenix ..... ?????

2:00 p.m.

R-Kids’ Warrior Circle.................. Hobbesidian Order ................ Birch Grove

3:30 p.m.

Spinning With Hula Hoops ........... Kimi ...................................... Stage

8-10 p.m.

E-Bedtime Bardic Service ............. Hobbesidian Order ................ Sign up at
...................................................... .............................................. Registration

Can’t get the kids to sleep?
Are they bouncing off the tent walls?
Who you gonna call?

BEDTIME BARDIC SERVICE!
Yes, for just $10 a real live KG BARD will
come right to your camp site to tell your
child a bedtime story or sing them a song.

Sign up at registration today!

This service is
Hobbes Approved!
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WORKSHOPS, EVENTS AND RITUALS
12 Races of Earth (Jason Francis) A pr esentation on our half br other s and sister s of
the Adamic Race. These races of beings were on Earth long before humans. The average
person dismisses them as legends, myths, or works of fiction. We attendees of the festival
know better! Come and have your intuition validated!
16 Petal Lotus Healing (Jason Francis) 16 Petal Lotus exists in many tr aditions under
various names, most often called the 16 Gates of the Elements. It is a spiral of energy surrounding the body that looks like a lotus flower, when seen from above. It is through these
gates or portals that the four elements – earth, water, air, and fire – are accessed for the manifestation of creative energy into the physical world. This workshop provides a simplified yet
effective energetic healing that anyone can do without requiring any metaphysical
knowledge. This healing technique is a must for channelers and energy workers. It’s an alchemical process directly aimed at raising your vibration for the purpose of spiritual and
physical transformation.
A Canadian Witch in Oxford (Bob Houghton and Yvonne Aburrow) A discussion followed by a Q&A session covering the similarities and differences between being a Wiccan
in Canada and the UK. It will also cover several of the recent trends, UK Wiccan and Pagan
organizations, as well as the broader history since the 1980 that has made UK Wicca what it
is today.
A Gateway to N.I.P. (Tasha MacIntyre) J oin mother s and their nur slings of all ages for
a morning snack and chit chat. Nursing in public can be daunting for many; come spend an
hour having tea with other like-minded mamas. No matter how your baby or child is fed you
are welcome to partake in our social. Participants are encouraged to bring a snack to share.
AA/NA (Friends of Bill W.) Some have a difficult time with the Well of Dionysus, the
gold of Ægir's Cauldron, Kvasir's Blood, or the products of Faerie Wings. If that describes
you, then you are welcome to hang out for some positive support, on-site temporary sponsorship, or simply get some things off your chest. You're not alone. We ask attendees to maintain the trust and anonymity of other participants. Come together, and find support for your
path in life from a community of sober, magic-loving people. Meetings daily.
Adult Bardic Workshop (Hobbes) Ar e you planning on per for ming in the
Adult Bardic? The KG Bardic has its own unique challenges, so you need to be
prepared! Hobbes will share his tips and tricks to help you with voice projection,
presence, and body language. If you are planning on performing in the main
Bardic or any of the other bardic stages during KG, you should take this workshop!

Altars Anywhere (Myst and Angela Grey) For many of us, altar s ar e the por tals
through which we commune with our gods, ancestors and spirits. But some people hesitate
to set one up for fear that they don’t have the space or funds to do it “properly.” Others worry about weirding out their housemates, or are constantly on the move. Never fear! Join us
for some creative solutions, and we’ll help you figure out how to put an altar just about anywhere.
Archery (KG Staff) It’s amazing how some wood, string, feathers and (since it’s the 21st
Century) fibreglass can be so dangerous at 20 paces away! Come try your hand at some target shooting and perhaps a little friendly competition. Everyone must come entirely sober,
ready to take responsibility for the safety of those around them. All children, whether participants or observers, must be accompanied by an adult.
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Astrology: Portal to the Soul (Helene Arts) This wor kshop will explor e the
mind-bending “code” that is astrology. We are all intimately part of the planetary
cycles that govern our solar system – cycles that run like clock-work despite how
massively large these planetary bodies are, or how far away. Our entire physical
existence depends on this reality. But is there more to it than that? Could astrology be the
code that unlocks the deeper meaning to these cycles – and reflects back to us the cycles of
ourselves? Come and discover the ancient science of astrology as the portal to our souls.
Authentic Relating Games (Jim Selig) Authentic r elating games ar e a fun and light way
to connect with others (and yourself) through a series of playful and interactive games. The
goal (if there is one) is to get beyond the small talk and, in a comfortable and safe environment, show your authentic self while seeing—and not judging—others. Come see and be
seen, have fun and be.
Axe Throwing (KG Staff) Looking for a fun new outdoor activity to test your tar geting
skills? How about … Darts? (Only makes sense in a pub.) Horseshoes?(Boring.) Lawn
darts? (They aren’t pointy any more.) Throwing axes it is! This is not just a sport for lumberjacks and horror movie enthusiasts anymore.
Basic Grounding and Shielding (Rick and Marie) A basic ener gy wor king wor kshop
highly recommended for anyone who wants to learn how to stay grounded, and shield themselves as they learn to work with moving and perceiving energy. Especially useful while at a
festival where energies are high. Work on your basic 'kenning' skills and have fun!
Bedtime Bardic Service (Hobbes and the bards) Having tr ouble putting the kids to bed
during Fest? There’s nothing quite like being told a bedtime story or singing a bedtime song
to end the day perfectly, ensuring a good night’s sleep. That’s why the Bards of KG are offering the Bedtime Bardic Service. For only $10 (to be donated to a KG charity), a KG bard
will visit your camp and perform your family either by telling stories or singing songs (20
minute time limit). There will be a sign-up sheet at registration where you can pick the bard
and time for their visit. You can pay the Bard at the end of the performance. So register
quickly! There are limited Bards and limited time slots, but the tales will last forever!
Body Positivity and You (Pegacorn) This is a wor kshop to explor e one’s perception of
self-worth. We will discuss how things impact us in our life outside of the Knoll and how it
indirectly or directly affects us. In the end we will do a social experiment. Please bring a pen
or pencil, paper, and something to write on.
Bread Dough! (Auz) This gather ing happens at Lammas, the " feast of br ead." In Wicca and Neo-Paganism it is a time to glory in the bounty of our lives. It is also the time of
year of "Freyfaxi," a festival dedicated to the Norse god of sheaf and grain and harvest; and
a time of harvest celebration of many other cultures. Come to this workshop with your own,
fully-risen dough or help out with some of the dough we have made. People bringing their
own dough will be limited to cooking one loaf; space in the oven is limited so we will only
be able to do about 10 loaves or so; first-come, first-served. Remember the oven does not
use pans. Please arrive with well-washed hands and forearms, as well as hair bound and/or
covered. (Donations are appreciated to cover fuel costs.)

LebowskiCampFest

August 5-7, 2016 at Raven’s Knoll

We have heard the Word, and it is “Abide.” The Raven’s Knoll congregation
of the Church of the Latter-Day Dude is holding a tent revival to learn from,
and apply, the wisdom of the movie “The Big Lebowski.”
The theme this year is “Dream Sequences.”
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Carving Celtic Knotwork (Gregory the Leathersmith) Beginner par ticipants ar e given
an introduction to leather and the basics of carving and stamping leather. Intermediate and
advanced students must bring a sample of their work to know where their skill will go from
there. There is no set time or date for this workshop, just visit Gregory the Leathersmith’s
tent in Diagon Alley at any time during the day. There is a $20 fee for materials.
CE5 Portal Meditation (Rick) A guided meditation for connecting to the univer sal
mind. Please bring a chair or blanket and be able to deal with bugs. Explanation video followed by meditation.
Chakras: the Soul’s Portal (Belinda Tessier) In this wor kshop the par ticipant will learn
a nutritional approach to opening and clearing their chakras. They will also learn how each
chakra is connected to particular parts of the body.
Children’s Leathersmithing (Gregory the Leathersmith) Childr en ar e welcome to
make their choice of three different items (free of parental influence – parents can make their
own). Bookmark, key fob, wristband, hair barrette, key chain. They choose from the hundreds of stamps and tools that The Leathersmith provides. Entertainment and instruction
included. There is no set time or date for this workshop, just visit Gregory the Leathersmith’s tent in Diagon Alley at any time during the day. There is a $20 fee for materials.
Chocolate Workshop (Windy) We will come together to celebr ate the abundance of our
Mother and the bounty she shares with us. First, we’ll make a big bowl full of delicious
chocolate as I demonstrate the process and explain a little bit about the ingredients. Then
we’ll drink it all down! (No freezer = no solidification, so bring a bowl or cup) Afterwards,
I’ll take a back seat and the second (and maybe third) bowl(s)-full will be crafted by the
workshop participants so they can test out their newfound skills in a collaborative and synergistic way. Bring ingredients you’d like to see included in the chocolate! There will be a $5
fee.
Connecting Portals—A Guided Meditation (Jeff RWW) This will be a guided meditation focusing on cleansing energy and building a connection to the energy of the Knoll to
help sustain participants through the five frenetic awesome days of KG. The focus is on
breathing work, focusing on moving energy from within, through a portal, and connecting to
the many portals without. Please bring something comfortable to sit or lay on.
Coping with and Healing from Addiction (VeraVera) Addiction: a disease, a mental
illness, a curse, a genetic predisposition, a choice, a demon, a possession—any way you look
at it, it is horrible, and the impact it has on those affected directly and indirectly is sometimes immeasurable. This workshop is designed to share experience, coping strategies, healing techniques, advice, and most of all hope that the nightmare does end. Addiction does not
have to rule your life and colour all of your experiences. Disclaimer: this is NOT a “cure for
addictions” workshop. This is NOT a “meeting” and there are no affiliations or preaching of
any 12-step program.

Pagans Unplugged
September 2-5, 2016 at Raven’s Knoll
This is a simple camping excursion for Pagans, without being plugged in to phones,
computers, and worries. There is no programming, just hanging out with friends doing
regular stuff at the Knoll … swimming, bonfires, stars, hammocks, archery, wandering …
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Drumming 101, Drumming 102, Drumming 103 (TomyHawK and Kevin)
Rhythm is within all of us as a basic universal language that everyone understands, allowing dialogue among us at the most basic creative level. Rhythm is
a natural aspect of the human experience. It is our heartbeat, it’s in our walk,
our eating and sleeping patterns; the inhale/exhale of our breathing, the changing of the seasons, as well as the day and the night. Drumming gives us a
chance to express our own individual rhythm. These three workshops welcomes
newbie drummers and seasoned drummers. Learn to connect with your drum,
drum as a group, and most importantly raise your vibration. Bring a drum and join in the fun.
Event—Auction Come bid on cool Pagan-y stuff! As requested by the Elders, at the auction, you may choose to have your donation go towards the festival charity—the Eganville
and District Food Bank—or to Raven’s Knoll. Your choice is confidential.
Event—Bardic Competition (Jock MacGregor and Friends) Singing. Dancing. Stor ies.
Music. Performance Art. Good-spirited competition. This is THE Bardic Circle. (If you still
do not know what “Bardic” is, ask the person standing beside you. If they do not know, grab
them and go together to find someone who does.) You must sign-up before the competition
to compete. Sign-up opens at 9:00 a.m. Saturday at Registration. Some awards also get presented, such as the unveiling of the 2016 Stag King and 2016 Huntress, as well as the winners of the Mead Competition.
Event—Beach Party Jam (Keenan Viau) It's Sunday, the Bar dic is over , and you've
lots of food leftover. What are you to do? Why, come down to the beach of course! There,
your favourite bards will sing, play, and tell stories. And if you have a song or prose you
would like to present, you are more than welcome! Bring your scraps, bring your instruments, it's going to be a wild time! Weather permitting of course.
Event—Burning Sage Concert Since 2002, Burning Sage has been the song writing of Lin
Sanders and the rhythm of Sue Balaschak. They have combined their artistry performing as
hard rock power trio, an acoustic tribal duo, The Primal Rhythm Drum Ensemble and again,
full circle, into an eclectic tribal rock band infused with their brand of Metaphysical Rock
and acoustic offerings. Also joining the line-up, this time around, is songwriter Corie Kaminski. She adds her acoustic talents on guitar as well as keeping the drive on the bass.
Through the years, the common word heard to describe this band is “intense.” This all woman Cleveland band continues to deliver true to form.
Event—Campfire Singalong (Kat the Pirate Queen and Christina Caldarelli)
The evening campfire sing-a-long has become an annual tradition that grows in
popularity every year. Share a song or request a song. Everyone is welcome to
join in. Pagan chants, sea shanties, traditional folk songs, old favourites from Girl
Guide camp. You name it, we’ll try to sing it. Professional voices not necessary.
Song-books, enthusiasm, instruments and marshmallows welcome.
Event—Elder’s Tea (Wyldcard) Not just for Elder s! This is a discussion and a shar ing
where elders or the community share their thoughts and anyone who is interested can come
to listen and contribute. Bring a chair and a mug, and drink tea.
Event—Fiddlehead Soup Concert Rapidly becoming a Fest favour ite, Fiddlehead Soup
is an Eastern Ontario trio that transports listeners to Scandinavia, southern Europe, South
America and beyond with a wonderful collection of folk songs sprinkled with a garnish of
Scottish and Irish tunes and original music. Featuring veteran musician Douglas Hendry on
cittern and 12-string guitar, and mother-and-daughter team Glenna Hunter and Ursa Meyer
on fiddles (and other instruments that come to hand), this delightfully earthy trio provides a
most pleasing pottage of international folk.

Descriptions continued on page 25
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Raven’s Knoll is home to a growing number of sacred spaces de
these spaces deserve respect, and many have particular rites an
more about the Sacred Spaces of the Knoll, there is a full listing,
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edicated to the rites and deities of many different traditions. All
nd actions that must be observed to show that respect. To learn
description and any rules/etiquette that apply at Registration.
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ADOPT-A-NEWBIE
ARE YOU A NEWBIE?
Is this your first KG? Are you feeling
slightly lost or overwhelmed? Do you
keep asking yourself “What on earth
are those people wearing? And how
do they tie them on?” Did you detour
around Viking Camp because the
screaming scared you? Are you wondering “Why are those strange people
referring to themselves as Monkeys
all the time?” Do not panic! Go to
registration and sign up for our Adopt
-a-Newbie program. You will be met
by our very own KG Sorting Hat, who
will match you with that perfect
someone who can answer your questions, show you the ropes, and ease
you through your first KG experience.

All hail the Sorting Hat!
Hail the creative genius of
PrimalForged!

WE NEED ADOPTERS!
Have you been coming to KG for longer than your adult children have been alive? When people ask you your age, do you
think back and say “Well, I started going to KG when I
was____, So that means I’m ___!” Did you ever see a Newbie looking shy and lost, and think to yourself “He’s so cute! I
wish I could take him home and call him George!” Well, now
is your chance. Sign up as an adopter, and give a few hours of
your time to make that first KG experience welcoming and
fabulous to a new member of our community. Tell them your
stories, show ‘em the ropes, answer their questions. Sign up at
registration. We are also looking for people from various spiritual paths, for those Newbies who come to us as seekers.
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WORKSHOPS CONTINUED...
Event—Handfasting of Ingo and Christine Mar r iage is a por tal to a life of togetherness
and family and community and changed perspectives. After stepping through this portal
together 25 years ago, we are seeking to renew our wedding vows in a spiritual ceremony in
front of the Gods and the Folk in the Asir Ve. Please join us in celebration as we reaffirm
our commitment to each other and take the next step in our journey together.
Event—Kid’s Bardic (Hobbes and the Ferryman) If you’re a kid with a special talent that
you want to show off, this is your chance to hog the spotlight. Hosted and judged by the KG
Bards, the KG Kid’s Bardic is the place where kids get to shine and entertain. The winner of
the KG Kid’s Bardic gets to perform his/her/their piece in the Adult Bardic on Saturday
night!
Event—LGBTTQQ2S Meet-up Ever yone is invited to this meet and gr eet. This is an
opportunity to ask questions about the rituals or parade, meet people and generally get yourself into the Fest spirit. All are welcome.
Event—Mead Competition Do you make your own mead? If so, dr op off a bottle or two
at Registration before the competition to have it entered. Experienced mead tasters will
judge the meads and the winner will be announced at the Bardic Competition Saturday night.
Bragging rights can be yours! All those in attendance must be over 19.
Event—Meet, Meat and Mead (Vikings of the Metal Age) Come for a good time with
some of the Vikings of KG and join us in a feast! Everyone is welcome. The raids have been
good this year so we want to share with our community. Bring a chair and a plate and we’ll
feed you. We are meat lovers, so vegetarians might not find everything they want. Come to
our hall, sit with us for a while, and learn about the Vikings of the Metal Age.

Event—Newbie Meet and Greet (Shamrock and Friends) Open to all newbies, whether
sorted and adopted or not. Come and meet other newcomers to our community. Ask those
difficult questions that have been plaguing you, like “How do I tie on this stupid sarong?” or
“Where did I pitch my tent last night?” Find answers, guidance, support, and laughter.
Event—Pride Parade Be loud! Be pr oud! Be fabulous! J oin the Fest
LGBTTQQ2S community for the KG 2016 Pride Parade. The parade will
wend its way all through Raven‘s Knoll, spreading the rainbow spirit to all
Fest-goers, and ending with the LGBTTQQ2S ritual. Feel free to join in as
the Parade comes your way! All are welcome. Participants will meet at the
Rookery before the parade to decorate the trailer / float.
Event—Sharon Knight Concert Festival favor ites Sharon Knight and Winter are internationally touring musicians in the mythic-Celtic vein. Their penchant for combining fierce
and gutsy bravado with ethereal beauty, a hearty dose of fantastical lyrics, and an obvious
love of storytelling has inspired their own style, “Neofolk Romantique.” This often sounds
less Celtic and more “Folktales that ran away with the Faeries at the turn of the century and
took cover in an old trunk bound for the circus, which was then commandeered by pirates.”
This suits them fine. They have shared stages with mythic music favorites such as Faun,
Omnia, Corvus Corax, SJ Tucker, Tricky Pixie, Heather Dale, Wendy Rule, Stellamara, and
many more. They have recently completed a 100% crowd-funded CD and music video featuring several of these artists, called Portals (synchronicity or what?), which they are touring
to support now.
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Event—Squid Lid Concert Squid Lid is a Dark Electro-Pop spectacle for the everyday
explorer. This deep sea experience takes audiences (lovingly called Tentacles) on an eerie
journey through the strange and unusual world that is Squid Lid. They began in 2009 as an
underground rave act in Toronto’s largest club scene, featuring DJ Jonah K and composer
Zirco Fisher. Deep bass beats with whimsical circus melodies was their sound while they
performed in signature backlight creature costumes.
Event—Table Top Gaming (Melissa Keindel) Do you like Car ds Against Humanity?
Catan? Smallworld? Then bring a glass of wine and your favorite snacks and come out to
enjoy some table top gaming for the adult crowd. Various games will be presented and then
we will pick one for the night as a group. (Adults 18+ only)
Event—Teens Only Hide and Go Seek (Étienne Price) It’s a 13+ hide and go seek game!
No adults! No kids! Just us teens. Come and play with us. Warning: people will probably
jump out and scare you.

Event—The Trading Game (Jeff RWW) A social tr ading game to help pass the time
during Anticifest. Participants will be given a booklet that explains where they come from,
what they have to trade, what they need to collect, and possibly a secret or two. The goal is
to make deals to trade items and information. First diplomat to get everything their city state
needs, wins. You have one hour after reviewing the rules. Ages 12 and up can play, younger
if they have an adult helper.
Event—Third Gender Meetup (“Cookie” Alex) J oin together for fr iendship, suppor t
and community with other third gender people. A welcoming atmosphere for folks to get to
know each other. Open to any people who identify as third gender, non-binary, agender,
fluid and more. If you are more comfortable bringing a supportive friend, that is good too! If
you like, bring snacks or non-alcoholic drinks to share. Easy card games and other shareable
activities also welcome.
Event—Wine and Cheese (Ron Lyen) This event is a “Portal” in itself that helps to bring
the folk together to meet new people, catch up with old friends and enjoy a glass or two of
wine. All participants are asked to bring their favourite wine, cheese and crackers to be
shared by all, as well as your own wine glass. This event will be limited to those 19 and
over.
Forgotten Goddesses: Reclaiming Just as Holy (Jade) Despite Goddesses being just as
important as Gods in Heathenry, more often we hear the stories of the Gods, and the Goddesses are left behind. In fact often we have little to no stories of the Germanic Goddesses.
This discussion will look at those you may not have heard of, and discuss how we connect to
those whose stories are sparse or lost.
Herb Walk – Entering into the Plant World (Laurie) Communication with the plant
spirits allows us to understand their healing and transforming magic. Meet the plants of the
Knoll and get to know them.

KornuKopia Gathering
September 16 to 18, 2016 at Raven’s Knoll
A gathering for Pagans to celebrate the last bounty of the
summer and the turning of the Wheel of the Year into fall,
honouring the gods in mirth and reverence.
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Inclusive Wicca: What is It? (Yvonne Aburrow) Inclusive Wicca includes all par ticipants regardless of sexual orientation, disability, age, ethnicity, or other differences—not by
erasing or ignoring the distinctions, but by working with them creatively within initiatory
craft. The workshop will show participants how to develop an inclusive approach to Wicca
encompassing eco-spirituality, science, attitudes to truth, the sacred, sexuality, consent culture, group dynamics, coven leadership, ritual, ethics, and Wiccan theology and practice,
tradition, and magic, and how these concepts can be explored as part of a liberal religious
approach to Wicca. The workshop will be followed by an inclusive ritual.
Introduction to Altered States (Sarah Lawless) Discover how to achieve tr ance through
a range of different methods including drumming, chanting, breath work, postures, dancing,
entheogens, and more. We will discuss the applications of trance work and why you would
want to practice it and then get hands-on and go through the methods as a group.
KG 101 (Eagle Eyes) Welcome home to KG 2016! J oin us for a discussion about what
to expect, and who to go to for what you may be looking for. We’ll talk about some of the
unwritten “rules”, fire etiquette, hugging, and so much more. We want to help you make the
most of your experience at the Kaleidoscope Gathering and at Raven’s Knoll. Let us help
you create magical memories while helping everything run smoothly. There will be tractor
tours of the land. Ask about Adopt-A Newbie at registration.
KG Festival Choir (Ja Sonier) Last year was the wildly and wonder fully successful
debut of this ensemble and we aim to make it an ongoing tradition. Participants will meet for
one hour (or more), Wednesday through to Sunday, to warm up and stretch our voices, to
create, arrange and learn a few pagan-oriented songs and arrangements, and to practice and
rehearse these arrangements. We will then perform as the opener for the Burning Sage concert on Sunday evening. The Choir is open to any teen or adult who can and is willing to
follow technical and artistic direction.

Kids Bardic Workshop (Hobbes and the Ferryman) Bar ds the Fer r yman and Hobbes
will teach kids the basic of performing in a bardic, including voice projection, stance, presence, and body language. The workshop includes a brief history of bardic arts and what roles
bards play in our society.
Kids Warrior Circle (Hobbes) Ar e you a kid with a war rior ’s
spirit? Do you have honour that has yet to be tested? Come join us
in the Children’s Warrior Circle where you will raise your boffer
sword and do battle with other kids, and maybe any adults who are
brave enough to face you! Boffer swords will be provided, but if
you have your own, bring it along (must be approved by the host).
Ages 5-12
Live Pokémon Go! (Pokémon Master Phoenix and Disciples) Pokémon have come
through a portal to Raven’s Knoll! This live action role-playing Pokémon quest will cover
days of catching and battling. As more Pokémon are caught at the Knoll, battles will rage.
As battles are won, clues to locations of Legendaries will be uncovered! Trainers can bring
their own Pokémon figures (original Pokémon release only) or people new to
the game will be provided randomly with a Pokémon. Restricted to ages 7 and
up; ages 7 to 12 must be accompanied by an adult. There will be a cap of 50
trainers; first-come, first-served. Trainers (players) must attend the orientation
session on Wednesday from 9 to 11, where the rules will be explained. Feel
free to bring 5 six-sided dice as your tools of luck to wage your battles. Battles
take place each day starting at noon. Gotta catch ‘em all!
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Make Your Own Boffer Weapon (Hobbes) Lear n how to make your own boffer weapon from PVC piping, insulation foam, and duct tape. You will also learn how to care for
your boffer weapon and fight with it safely. These are the weapons used the in Warrior Circle events that have been so popular in the past few years. Pre-registration (see Hobbes) is
required. Kids 8 to 15 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. $10 material fee.
Making Safe Spaces (Bunny) Anxiety can str ike anywhere: on the bus, at a fr iend ’s
place, or even in your own home. So what can you do? You can make yourself a safe space.
You can think your way to a safe space anywhere, anytime. This workshop is designed to
promote focus and teach skills that will help with feeling safe and calm wherever anxiety
strikes.
Mindfulness (Steve Edwards) What is mindfulness? After getting a feeling for the audience, I wish to do a quick meditation and follow up with the benefits of mindfulness as well
as non-meditative strategies to add mindfulness to our lives.

Numerology – Your Name and Birthday as Portals of Perception (Jill Sibbitt) Letter s
and numbers, as symbols in our world, hold meaning as portals to understanding. Come
cross the threshold into the world of Pythagorean numerology (as perceived by this particular presenter)! We will explore associations connected to each single-digit number, and use
these connections to play with the important names and dates in our lives.
Percussion Ensemble (Ja Sonier) This pilot project is a ser ies of wor kshop/r ehear sals
designed to help the drummers of KG learn to work together in creating original percussion
pieces and arrangements, towards the goal of performance. It is inspired and modelled on
last year’s wildly successful KG Festival Choir. Participants will meet for one hour
Wednesday to Friday to warm up and hone individual and collective drumming skills, and to
learn to work together to create, and then to refine arrangements and structures of interlocking rhythms, metres, drum parts and sections. We will then perform to open the Friday night
drumming fire. The Ensemble is open to any teen or adult who can and is willing to follow
technical and artistic direction; we are hoping for folks with some percussion experience or
some familiarity with drumming in group formats to help us out with this first year, hopefully the first of many.
Pitch’n Bitch: A discussion of all things fermented! (Ari and the Ferryman) This
BYOB (Brew/Batch/Bung/liBation) discussion and debate on mead-making, beer-brewing,
wine-fermentation, and distillation should be a cornerstone of your season. Ari and The Ferryman will lead conversations about techniques, tips, tricks, and even secrets. We will also
share some samples. The workshop will open with a debate between our fine hosts: To Pitch
or Not To Pitch, That is the Question! (Watch the Ferryman get schooled!)
Pizza in the Bread Oven (Auz) Wood-fired pizzas are the
best. By popular demand the YAG crew will be making
pizzas for dinner Monday night during AntiFest. A seasonal gourmet topping list will be posted that morning. One or
two toppings per pizza, not including cheese selection.
Choice of tomato or pesto sauce. No half-and-half toppings. Please sign-up at the YAG at 12 noon, sharp, to prepay for your pizza. Cost is $15, including tax. There are a limited number of slots for pizzas—approximately 40. Maximum two pizzas per person—first come-first served. Pizzas
will be cooked, first order in/first order out, between 5 p.m. and 8 p.m., for pick-up at the
bread oven. Feel free to hang around the oven with a beverage and socialize during this time.
(There will be no ‘back-of-YAG’ dinner service on this day. There is no gluten free option.)
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Poly 101 (Stephen and Nadia) What is polyamor y? How does it wor k? How is it not
just cheating? Is it the same thing as swinging or polygamy? What’s a “Triad”? Don’t you
ever get jealous? How can you build solid, healthy relationships that work? Join us to explore answers to these questions and more in this introduction for those new to poly and
those curious about what polyamory is and isn’t.
Poly Parlance (Stephen and Nadia) What is a unicor n and why ar e people hunting
them? What does “Primary” mean to you? Do you prefer metamour or lover-in-law? Nesting
partner, OSO, paramour? None of the above? Join us for an open discussion on common
poly terms.
Portal Self-Defense—Routing, Centering, Shielding and Warding (RisingPhoenix) In
any situation, when you feel that something is off always come back to basics. There will
also be a section on how to detect portals and identify them.
Protecting Our Portals (Mike Dunitz and Susan Brooks) This wor kshop will involve
the creation of protective amulets for our personal doors. All materials will be provided as an
offering to the community. All we ask is that you pay it forward. Though this event is listed
as a workshop, there are ritual elements because the amulets will be created in a protected
space.
Ritual—Farewell Ritual (MA, Auz and friends) Door s open, and door s close. The time
has come to pass back through the portal to the mundane world. Let us bid Hail and Farewell
to gods and spirits that dwelled so close to us during the gathering, as we bid hail and farewell to friends new and old… until we meet again.
Ritual—Fire Lighting Ritual (Salamander) The cer emonial lighting of the
bonfire that will warm our bodies and spirits throughout the week.
Ritual—Greeting Ritual (MA, Auz and friends) At this gr eeting r itual we gather as a
community to announce ourselves to the gods and the spirits of the land, and set the sacred
time of our festival. Greetings and announcements will be made, but the work of raising the
Portal energy for the Fest will take place later in the week at the Main Ritual. Bring your
good thoughts and intentions, to match the offerings that will be made.
Ritual—Inclusive Wicca (Yvonne Aburrow) Following the wor kshop “Inclusive Wicca”,
we will celebrate a ritual designed to demonstrate the techniques of including everyone in
Wicca: LGBTQ, the physically challenged, and more.
Ritual—LGBTTIQQ2S Ritual As witches we dance between the wor lds, let the dance
carry us between the genders. With discussion and dance we will celebrate the union of the
Goddess and the God from which we are all born. As we find our place in the world, embracing the Love of the Goddess and God for us, we explore how we can use the energy of
this love in our daily lives. Everyone is welcome—LGBTTIQQ2S and friends. Following
the Pride Parade.
Ritual—Main Rit (Sarah Anne Lawless) J oin us by the potent combination of land,
water, and sky to dance, drum, and chant in an intensive witches’ sabbath rite to open a portal to the otherworld and let the magic and spirits bleed through until there is no difference
between the sacred and mundane.
Ritual—Men’s Cairn Walk (Jess RWW) A chance for men to gather and discuss things
with other men in a safe circle. This is followed by a walk to the Cairn where we will each
place a stone (brought from home) in honour of a male ancestor, followed by the pouring of
libations on the Cairn to honour those ancestors. The walk is for men only, but the Cairn
itself is open to all who would like to pay respect to a male ancestor. Let us continue this
tradition and see the Cairn rise.
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Ritual—Men’s Rit (Eagle Eyes) A sacr ed, time honour ed tr adition held to explore male
energy, and what that means to us. Prepare yourself to jump through a portal to your past,
to visit your present, and just maybe, get a glimpse of your future. Join your fellow brothers
in what promises to be a difficult battle. You are asked to bring a personal item that is either important to you, or that you feel represents your identity and who you are, so long as
you are OK with another person touching/holding said item. This will be an emotionally
intense ritual and could trigger some deep rooted pain and anger from your past. All who
identify as male are welcome.
Ritual—Men’s Warrior Circle (Hobbes) Fr om humble beginnings, the KG War r ior
Circle has quickly become a Fest favourite. This men-only event invites you to tap into your
warrior energy and face off against your opponents in a circle of honour. Boffer weapons are
supplied, but if you may bring your own (they must be approved by the event organizer).
Ritual—Mixed Warrior Circle (Hobbes) As with past year s, the champions of the
Men’s and Women’s Warrior Circle will unite in a ritual of competitive camaraderie using
foam weapons. Be prepared to cheer for your champion in good spirit! (Adults 18+)
Ritual—Prosperity Ritual (Craig Walker) Many moons ago the first pr osper ity r itual
was performed at KG. A few festers got together and gave a part of their wealth so that one
would prosper. Using sacred scrying cards and tokens they called upon Fortuna to name Her
champion. Often heard are “Luck be a lady tonight” and “Baby needs a new pair of shoes”
as common calls. The Prosperity Ritual is a charity card tournament run at KG. The participants make a donation to the chosen charity and enjoy a friendly game with mirth and merriment. For more details speak to the rite master. Anyone over the age of 18 is welcome.
Ritual—Stag King Ritual (Dead Stag Kings) The gr eat KG tr adition. Life, death, r ebirth, blood, the forces of nature… all in one tight package bursting with testosterone and
machismo! What more could you ask for? Any man of age may join the competition. Boys,
girls and women are welcome to cheer at the start and finish, but please respect the sacred
space by staying away from the competitors during the ritual.
Ritual—Techno Spirit Ritual (Jeff RWW) In keeping with the theme of Portals, we will
be exploring how technology and the Spirits within can help us on our spiritual path. We
will discover which of these spirits will be our guides and guardians for the year. Please
keep your phones ON for this ritual as techno-divination will be in play.
Ritual—Teens Warrior Circle (Hobbes) Ar e you a teen with a war r ior ’s spirit? Do you
have honour that has yet to be tested? Come join us in the Teen Warrior Circle where you
will raise your boffer sword and do battle with other teens, and maybe any adults who are
brave enough to face you! Boffer swords will be provided, but if you have your own, bring it
along (must be approved by the host). Ages 13-17

Ritual—The Trials of Artemis (The Huntress Council) Connecting to
the portals of Raven’s Knoll, this ritual draws on the memory of the mighty
women who came before us, and connects them to the women who strive
today, so that they may inspire those yet to be. The sisters of the hunt’s
wisdom, wits, perseverance and leadership will be challenged and the Huntress Council will determine who is most worthy to wield the spear of the
Huntress for the coming year, and be the provider and protector of our people. Women (18+) of all backgrounds, experiences, and abilities are encouraged to participate. Participants will meet at the Raven Field.
Ritual—Travelling the Nine Worlds (JS and Tim) Come with us as we’ll travel the nine
worlds of Norse mythology. We will go through many portals in this expedition and we’ll
learn a little bit about what being a Viking means.
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Ritual—Unity Ritual (Julie Desrosiers) When our ancestor s gather ed, they cr eated a
community of diversity, just like we do at KG. This ritual will be in celebration of the community that is created each year, and will call on blessings for the founders, the current leaders, volunteers both past and present, as well as all of the different tribes, clans, families and
social groups. We will pour the waters of kinship and peace so that they flow between all the
people of KG, and call upon Lugh as the Founder of Festivals, to bless us all. We will begin
a procession to the nemeton from near the Birch Grove. Please bring an offering for any or
all of the following: the nature spirits of Raven’s Knoll; the ancestors, of blood, land or spirit; the Gods (to any and all Gods that you have a connection with); and to Lugh, Founder of
Festivals.
Ritual—Women’s Rit (Myst) Thr oughout our lives we all endur e har dship and pain.
From the little daily occurrences that hurt us, to soul-rending traumas like the loss of a loved
one, or assault and abuse. These moments of pain can be doorways into very dark places in
our lives. We will walk through the doorway to face our pain, and together we will find the
key to open the portal that leads back to the light, to strength and healing. All who identify
as female are welcome.
Ritual—Women’s Warrior Circle (Linda Demissy) Will you dr ink fr om the bitter brew
of defeat, or the sweet cup of victory? Join fellow women in glorious battle, and bring your
boffer sword if you have one. Open to all self-identified women.
Rune’d Leather (Gregory the Leathersmith) Par ticipants will make their own set of
leather Runes as well as a leather pouch to carry them in. There is no set time or date for this
workshop, just visit Gregory the Leathersmith’s tent in Diagon Alley at any time during the
day. There is a $30 fee for materials.
Salsa for Beginners (Lynn the Dark) ¿Qué tal KG amigas y amigos, listo par a un poco
de Salsa? Bring your suede-soled shoes (or soft sole) because in four steps we will start you
dancing. Arriba!
Self-Care (Wyldcard) Self-care is learning to take care of ourselves before taking care of
others. In this workshop I’ll look at some of the things that worked for me in the past, as
well as what didn’t. I’ll also discuss some of the different needs each of us have and some
ideas on how to creatively take care of ourselves. We will end the workshop with an open
discussion. (Mandatory prerequisite to Working Through Fear)
Shut the Darn Door (Sarah Wibberley) Por tals can be power fully connective and transformative when honoured mindfully. When left unchecked they can be overwhelming, especially in the ramped-up energies of fest. In this workshop we will explore exercises for sealing inadvertent portals. We will discover how to heal holes or leaks in our energy field, ward
spaces and remain mindful of energy containers like circles. The workshop will be taught
from the Avalon perspective, with the approach that Gods/Spirits are “real” and that cooperative balance is advisable, however belief in a particular path is not required.
So, You Think You Can’t Sing (But Really, You Can) (Ja Sonier) This ser ies of wor kshops is aimed directly and cheerily at those of us who think that we can’t sing, or have had
someone tell us that we couldn’t. Yes, some of us might call ourselves
tone-deaf, but all too often, we just didn’t have someone caring or patient
to teach us in ways that made sense to us. If you can talk, you can sing,
and if you want to sing, then we want you. First we will create a safe space
in which to work. Then we’ll do some simple listening exercises to get our
ears working in helpful ways. Then we will let ourselves sing, slowly,
gently, taking as long as we need to, to explore what it means to sing with
the voices we have been blessed with. We will all agree that no one gets
left behind and we all work together to help all of us learn to sing.
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Songs of Transition (Christina Caldarelli) In this song cir cle we celebr ate the por tals
we pass through with our words and voices. There are so many songs about making choices,
leaving things behind, being born, coming of age, dying, and stepping through portals to
other worlds. Come join us in singing and talking about your favourite songs about portals.
Each person in the circle will have a chance to introduce a song and then they can sing it
alone, lead the group in song, or pass to the next person (your choice, no pressure). Come to
listen or sing, and celebrate with us.
Spinning with Hula Hoops (Kimi Bois) Find the por tal in the spinning of the hula hoop.
Learn some basics, add some tricks. Discover the meditative art of spinning with the hula
hoop, and find another reality.
Stepping Out of Our Closets (Abhann) One of the most magickal
parts of KG is its role as a portal to our true selves. And sometimes it
can feel that, leaving a space like this, packing up physically also involves packing ourselves up spiritually and emotionally for the often
abrupt yank back into closeted-ness. Most of us find ourselves living at
least partially in the broom closet as well as other closets. Having diverse, non-normative identities means struggling and facing barriers
when seeking to be our authentic selves. Together we will explore ways
to feel empowered and to free ourselves and others daily.
Tarot as a Portal (Caroline) Venez explor er le monde qui a donné naissance à votr e jeu
de tarot ou votre oracle préféré. À travers une méditation guidée vous plongerez dans une
carte de votre choix et pourrez interagir avec les personnages et éléments qui la compose.
Une belle façon d’appronfondir la connaissance de son jeu. Si vous avez un jeu favoris apportez-le avec vous, sinon quelque jeu seront disponibles pour choisir une carte.
The Dark Side of Portals (RisingPhoenix) It's not always fluffy bunnies and unicor ns.
This workshop will educate on the many dangers, traps, and horror stories that often happen
when uninformed people start playing with what they don't know or are not trained properly
in working with portals.
The One True Portal? (Jeff RWW) This wor kshop is on a topic
that is very important to me. How to interact, learn from, and (most
important) be respectful to the many ways to travel portals. I will be
sharing my views on being part of a diverse community, sharing in
that community, and being respectful of differing faiths. As for which
is the One True Portal, why the one you chose, of course.
(Staff note: One Portal to rule them all, one Portal to find them, one
Portal to bring them all and in the Festival bind them)

What has it gots
in its portalses,
my precioussss?

The Portal Speaks to You, GO (Jeff RWW) The por tal speaks to
you… or is that through you? Improv can be a wonderful way to get
in touch with different parts of who you are. It can also seem scary, we will work on that. In
this workshop I will go over my experiences with improv, including my performances at
Bardic. Then we will try a few improvisational exercises to see what you can release through
the improv portal.
The Small Stuff: Discoveries that Develop a Personal Practice (Janice Nutter) We all
have them: little daily rituals, observations or practices that help us observe our beliefs in
small meaningful ways. Yet, we often focus on the large-scale things like paths, traditions,
mythologies and formal rituals, which, in fact, we actually spend less time and energy on in
our practices. In this discussion circle we’ll acknowledge, embrace and share the little
things. You may not sweat the small stuff, but it is SO valuable.
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Thor’s ‘Other’ Tools (Auz) Thor is most associated with his owner ship of Mjollnir , the
mighty hammer. Less familiar are the gifts he received from Grið; his belt Megingjörð, his
staff Gríðarvölr, and his gloves Járngreipr. Belt, gloves, and staff are the characteristic tools
of the Old Norse sorcerer! This workshop will outline instances from early medieval prose
and skaldic literature where these tools
are mentioned, discuss instances of how
belts, staves, and gloves were used by ur
-Heathens in religious and sorcerous
rites, as well as offer speculation on the
possible symbolic and theological meaning of these tools used to open portals to
other worlds. If there is time, there will
be a description of the application of
these symbols in an esoteric rite that
took place at the Hail and Horn Gathering 2016.
TRANSforming Ourselves (Abhann) Welcome to a space that embr aces gender identities in all their beautiful forms. This will be a portal to an exploration of gender, our related
identities and gender expression. Most of our time will be spent talking openly together. Feel
no pressure to talk unless you want to; being present and listening are great ways to participate. People of all gender identities including questioning are welcome.
Utilizing Shrine Space (Juniper Jeni Birch) Most Pagans ar e accustomed to holding
rituals in living rooms and open fields. As Raven’s Knoll grows more and more sacred sites,
we must learn a new skill: crafting rituals that work in spaces that are hilly, weedy, oddlyshaped, and filled with power. Walking to various shrines around the land, we will brainstorm and troubleshoot ways to use such spaces effectively for rituals great and small. This
workshop will involve a lot of walking. Meet at the Rabbit Hole (registration).
Vocal Improvisation and Exploration (Ja Sonier) This workshop with look at spontaneous creation of music and soundscapes through exploration of elements and possibilities of
our voices. The emphasis is on improvising with our voices within the moment, making it all
up both freely and within structures. We will do some warmups to release tension and free
our voices. We will then explore different textures and concepts using the voice, including
vocal percussion. The use of improvised voice during ritual will be explored.
Wait, I Can Have a Midwife? (Erin Seeds and Marie Bergsma) A safe and funded alternative for your journey into motherhood! This workshop is for anyone planning to have a
baby in the foreseeable future. Most Canadian provinces now fully fund midwives, and all
provinces certify midwives as a safe option for prenatal, childbirth and postnatal care. This
workshop will provide an overview of midwifery and the various options of care they offer,
followed by an open question period.
Warrior’s Circle Boffo Weapon Techniques (Stern Paul) Victor y is
not the only measure of a true warrior, but it is a lot more fun than exiting the battlefield via the Final Portal. Aimed principally at beginners
and intermediate level participants, this workshop will explore various
boffo weapon techniques and tactics that will help you during the duel
portions of the Warriors’ Circle rituals. Please bring your own boffo or
LARP weapon (if possible). Teen and older to participate.
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UNICORN’S WILDLIFE SAFETY TIPS

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO ARM BEARS
Raven's Knoll provides an opportunity for the folk to reconnect with
nature. However, being out in the country means having wildlife as
neighbors. The area that Raven's Knoll is situated in is home to everything from squirrels, to porcupines, turtles, skunks, rabbits, and even the
odd black bear. No one wants to wake up to find a skunk in their
campsite! Here are a few important safety tips from Unicorn for camping in the country.






















Never feed the wildlife. Don't let them fool you, the squir r els ar e not star ving!
Leave the critters alone, do not approach. As tempting as it is to save a baby field
mouse, it really is best to leave them alone and allow nature to take its course.
Store all your food carefully and properly. This includes items that may smell similar
to food, such as shampoo or toothpaste. Store these items in your car, in a cooler, or a
sealed container of some sort (better if also in ziplock bags), and NOT in your sleeping space.
Properly dispose of your garbage and food waste. Do not toss chicken bones, orange
peels, or other food waste into the bushes. Store garbage in a sealed container or hang
it from a tree. Do not store it in your tent. Utilize the garbage and recycling programs
at the Knoll to avoid having much garbage at your campsite.
Keep your campsite and the communal areas clean. Do not leave out washing water,
food wrappers, beer cans, toiletries, dirty dishes, and other things that will smell delicious to a raccoon.
Keep the windows and doors of your vehicle, tent, or trailer closed if unoccupied.
The squirrels and mice have been known to get into places they shouldn't be.
Please keep your dogs on leash unless given permission by the staff to allow them off
leash. A face full of porcupine quills means a trip to the veterinarian!
Do not pollute the r iver or pond (cauldr on), this includes not using soap in these
bodies of water.
Do not distur b nests or dens.
Check yourself and your friends for leeches and ticks.
Check the engine of your vehicle before leaving. The squirrels may have started to
build a nest in there. Y es, really, it has happened!
Ask the staff about appropriate sacred sites to leave food offerings. Consider giving
something else instead; there's always weeding and decorating to be done.
Always drive slowly and watch for small animals that may be crossing the roads.
Do not wander into the mor e wild and thickly-forested areas of the Knoll at night,
such as The Spiral, Shrine Trail, Vé, or Men’s Cairn.
If you are going to walk in the more out of the way areas of the Knoll, always make
sure to tell someone first. Even better if you bring a friend.
Always have a flashlight with you after dar k.
If you spot suspicious animal droppings, note the location and alert a staff member so
that we can identify the species. It will probably just be just a rabbit or deer, but better to be safe than sorry.
If you encounter a large animal, such a black bear, STAY CALM. Make yourself
very large, by holding out your arms and standing tall. Back away slowly. Make sure
the bear has a clear escape route. NEVER RUN. Yell, but do not scream.

If we keep these safety tips in mind, we can be good stewards of the land, have a healthy
relationship with our animal neighbors, and hopefully not attract any bears.
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Water: The Portal of Life (Silent Raven) Water : we can not live without it. As a matter
of fact, we are mostly made of it. Yet do we give thanks to it. Come to the river and we will
give thanks, and discuss how water plays a role in your life. How we can better protect it so
generations to come can live in harmony. So bring a bottle of water and cool down riverside.
Western Herbal Energetics (Linda Demissy) Much of a plant’s properties can be found
by taste alone. Is it moist, or drying? Is it cooling sour like lemonade, or hot and spicy?
These are four elemental powers of plants. For a runny nose, use a drying plant. For a burning itch, use a cooling one. Come taste and learn simple ways to restore balance with the
medicines right under your feet. Those weeds in your yard are trying to help. Why not listen?
Whetstones and Hammers (Auz) Ther e is a tr adition wher e the Old Nor se god Thor
has a shard of a whetstone lodged in his head. This is puzzling from a few perspectives, particularly for Heathens trying to understand what it means symbolically and theologically.
Drawing from archeology, mythic exegesis, and experimental reconstruction, this workshop
presents some speculation regarding of the evolution of the Thunder God’s cult; with a focus
on archaic survivals of lore related to his magical hammer, and the weapon of his foe, the
whetstone. The myth of Thor and Hrungnir will be told.
Working Through Fear (Wyldcard) Fear is a por tal, and wor king thr ough fear has
helped me grow in both personal and spiritual ways. It has not been an easy journey, but has
been quite rewarding. In this workshop, I’ll be discussing how fear
can affect a magical practice and how to use a magical practice to
help work through it. Part of the workshop is sharing our stories to
change the meanings of our fears. (Self-Care workshop is a mandatory prerequisite)
Yoga on the Beach (Laurie) Ever y mor ning (except Monday)
Laurie will lead an all levels, all ages class and guide you to awareness of the mind/body connection to access portals to relaxation
(maybe enlightenment?)
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BARDIC RULES
BECAUE JOCK SAYS SO
1. Performers have five (5) minutes, total, to
present a piece never performed at KG Bardic before.
2. Song, story, stand-up, recitation, theatre ...
any style is allowed. The more “off the
book” you are the better, but reading a piece
is okay.
3. You will be judged on Material, Presentation, and Performance.

He is Jock MacGregor
AND YOU ARE NOT!

4. The Bardic will consist of 18 slots of five (5) minutes each. Registration will be Saturday morning at The Rabbit Hole at 9:00 a.m. Get
there on time to try to get on the list.
5. Bribes are fun! But they certainly do not guarantee a win. They are
part of your 5 minutes. Keep ‘em short. Be creative! Jock likes alcohol, MA likes chocolate (and puppies), and Auz likes smoked fish,
pickled fish, salted fish, canned fish, and beer. The Judges don’t expect a three course meal, but one year they got one. It’s part of the
pageantry and show. And there is a best bribe category!
6. Be Prepared. Be Sharp. Have all you need ready to go. Get up! Tell
us who you are. Bribe. Tell us what you are going to do. Perform.
Accept accolades. Get off. No humming, no tuning, having or wasting valuable Bardic time that we could have sold to Facebook for an
exorbitant amount for a cheap ad.
7. The Bardic is a community event, so performers should remember
that there are children in the audience. You don’t have to be lily
white, but avoid swamp green. If a performance is beyond the pale, a
large loud man in a kilt will get you to stop.
8. The MC runs the Bardic. His decisions on all things are final. The
MC is Jock MacGregor. (Both Odin and Hecate were consulted in the
creation of this rule.)
9. The Judges are the power under the kilt. Their decisions are unquestionable and their whims are as life to us mere mortals. You’ve been
told.
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PRESENTER BIOGRAPHIES KEENERS
Abhann is a gender queer , vegetar ian, kinky, anxious, Wiccan, poly, white, cur vy, attention deficit, third generation Canadian, queer person who strives to recognize their privilege and face barriers through listening and activism. During KG, Abhann will have a trans
flag hung at their campsite and they'd love to chat about trans stuff, non-normative stuff, or
other stuff as long as it's a nighthawk-friendly hour.
Angela Grey is a co-founder of the Witches Sabbat at Raven's Knoll, and is an avid student
of Hearth, Green and Hedge Witchcraft. She is also fabulously queer, and cheats at Kubb.
Ari and the Ferryman A dynamic duo of br ewing nuts! A combined 30+ year s of br ewing, and more batches brewed than even Viking Camp could handle!
Belinda Tessier Since Belinda was a young child she was sur r ounded and gr ounded in
the spiritual world, after years of tarot card readings she became interested in energy healing
through Reiki which lead her to the research of chakras. Belinda also has a knack for cooking and creating recipes but, as she enters the crone stage of life, her love for cooking is taking on healthier approach. She is on her way to become raw vegan but at a slow and natural
pace. This is where she has found a connection between food and our chakras.
Bob Houghton has had an inter est in Paganism since 1975 and has been a Wiccan since
2004. He moved from Ontario to England to teach in 2009 and met Yvonne in 2012.
Bunny is a small lady with a big per sonality.
Caroline is the cr eative for ce behind the blog, Mémoir es d'Avalon
(www.memoiresdavalon.org), a druid tradition inspired by The Mabinogion. After over a
decade of training in the traditions of the British Isles she has decided to focus on the voice
of her land, francophone Canada. She raises mayhem with her husband and two daughters in
Longueuil, Quebec while working, researching and connecting with community.
Christina Caldarelli loves all sor ts of music and has sung as long as she can r emember ,
most recently with Duly Noted, a Toronto women's a capella choir. She's been attending KG
for about a decade now.
Eagle Eyes is a guiding light in the dar kness for all
those found standing in the middle of the Yellow Brick
Road trembling, eyes glazed over, muttering to themselves,
“So big… so many pagans…” Rumour has it Eagle Eyes
will soon be starring in a new Canadian TV series: “Trailer
Park Pagans.”
Erin Seeds began attending KG in 2009 after discover ing several very different friends attended and enjoyed it.
She is an adherent of Asatru and really enjoys getting out
into nature. Erin gave birth to her first child in June of
2015, with the help of her midwife, backup midwife and
midwife student. She is dismayed by how often pregnant
women ask about things any midwife could tell them, and
how few women seem to even know that midwives are an
option.

Eagle Eyes is ready to welcome all the KG newbies.

Étienne Price Don't wor r y I'm a fun per son I swear . I also love hosting/animating
things for people because I get to meet new people! Fun fact: some people I have met think I
am 22...I'm not. Don't judge a person's age based on their maturity and looks!
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Gregory The Leathersmith is Canada's only " tr ue" leather smith. Over the past 40
years he has developed a wide range of leathersmith skills. From cowboy gear to biker's
leathers or children's crafts, he has made a wide range of custom work. Gregory studied in
Eire and came back with a whole new direction. He now specializes in hand-carved Celtic
knotwork.
Helene Arts has been an avid esoter icist and pr actising occultist fr om the tender age of
11, when she read her first book on Magick (Aleister Crowley) and tried out one of the rituals—never to be the same again. An astrologer, teacher, and author, she loves to draw out
people’s innate fascination of all things dark and mysterious, and explore the power to be
found within the Shadow-self realms. Much of her work in these areas can be found on her
website: www.witchhollow.ca
Hobbes is an eclectic Pagan fr om Montr eal. Winner
of the KG Bardic 2014, Hobbes has also won other
bardics including the Three Rivers ADF Bardic (2013)
and the Wiccanfest Bardic (2008). He is a professional
storyteller and has performed across Canada. He has
published several collections of tales, including “Did
You Hear That?” in 2014.
Ja Sonier In his non-fest (ie pants ON) life, Ja does
Hobbes! Hobbes! Hobbes!
music and other performance, sound design, audio engineering/production, event production and odd/oddly
beautiful artistic ventures from the traditional to the technological. At fest, he has been
Thumper, the Nefarious Bunny of the Night, leads workshops to help coax out people’s innate creativity, directs the KG Festival choir and other collective artistic ventures. Ja plays
an increasingly embarrassing number of instruments.

Jade Pichette is the 2015 Huntr ess of the Tr ials of Ar temis, Gythia of Vindisir Kindr ed,
and a queer and trans activist. She is sometimes nicknamed the Hailtress and currently lives
in Toronto.
Janice Nutter has been pr acticing Wicca since the age of 7. Since then she has wor ked
professionally as an actor, director, writer, dancer, puppeteer, clown, dialect coach, teacher
and dramaturge, as well as practicing Wicca. Her career has taken her all across Canada and
to Europe. She has created public rituals for multiple pagan organizations, women’s shelters, pagan festivals and Donna Reed at the NFB debut of “The Burning Times” series. She
has studied Craft with Janet and Stewart Farrar, Gavin Bone, Starhawk, and Barbara Lee.
Jason Francis is a Celtic Shamanic/Wicca High Pr iest, and a Guide and 3r d Step Cer emonial Master in the Lineage of King Solomon.

Jeff RWW Many know me as Chuck Chuck fr om Bar dic cir cles. I am an ASS (Atheist
Scientific Spiritualist). KG and the Knoll are where I get to fulfill my Spiritual exploration
and share some of my experiences.
Jill Sibbitt is an elementar y educator who loves to play with number s when she is not
busy parenting, teaching, and doing other fun and helpful stuff with her family, friends, and
community. She has been attending Kaleidoscope since it was on Bob's land, and is delighted to be here again this year with her husband and 3-year-old.
Jim Selig is someone who feels str ongly that " connection" is inher ently necessar y to the
human experience - connection with others, connection to this planet and connection to ourselves. Jim is a long time participant in the Authentic Relating Ottawa and has trained as a
facilitator in Boulder, Colorado.
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JS and Tim ar e both member s of the Vikings of the Metal Age kindr ed.
Julie Desrosiers is senior dr uid of Thor nhaven Gr ove ADF, and an active member of
Ar n-Draoicht Fein. She is caretaker of the sacred land at Thornhaven, and is daily humbled
by the beauty of the world around her. Her goal in life is to create moments of beauty and
wonder for others, to develop a shared experience of love of the world and all that it is.
Juniper Jeni Birch enjoys writing about her self in the thir d per son for bios. She hails
from the weirdness that is British Colombia but has married an Ontario boy for some reason.
She has contributed to a variety of projects for the greater pagan community, from blogs to
podcasts, and from workshops to running an event at the Knoll. But if you ask her about it
she will usually just say something flippant.
Kat Summerbell is the Queen of the KG Pir ate Camp. She
has attended KG almost since its inception and has been an
earth-mother-loving kitchen witch, and member of Ottawa's
pagan community for over 30 years. She has a massive collection of pagan chants, Irish and East Coast traditional songs, and
sea shanties. Opening a songbook within five kilometres of Kat
acts like a summoning spell—she will magically appear.
Keenan Viau is a for mer actor and lover of all things musical. Hailing or iginally fr om
Ottawa and now living in Toronto, he is currently studying to become an RMT. He enjoys
sitting in coffee shops, long walks on the beach, romantic moonlight dinners and, wait, what
was this bio for again?
Kimi Bois is a pr actising ar omather apist, tr aveller and mom unschooling with joy. In
her research and her travels she learns, and loves to share her knowledge with those that seek
it.
Laurie is an ar tist, per for mer , wise woman her balist and yogini, having achieved her
500 hour advanced training in India a few years ago. She is also an ordained "Green Witch"
and trusted wildcrafter in the wise woman tradition.
Linda Demissy's fir st devotions ar e to the Handmaidens of Fr igga, thr ough spir it suppers and writing stories for them on her blog. Leader of Montreal's Lokabrenna Kindred, she
works as a hypnotherapist and spiritual counselor. She's developing the video game Herb
Witch.
Lynn the Dark & Alex del Busso What mor e needs be said?
Melissa Keindel (Toasty to her fr iends) is an Ottawa-based pagan and kitchen witch with
a passion for nature and getting her hands dirty. When not gardening, cooking or looking for
new recipes, she can be found researching folk and herb lore. Her main areas of study include historical witchcraft, green witchcraft and Celtic based Paganism.
Mike Dunitz is a Heathen who is a member of The Vikings of the Metal Age. Mike is a
Keeper at Collin's Bay Prison in Kingston and an active member of the Flying Monkeys at
this gathering.
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Myst (aka “Rolling Reg”) has trained with, and is a member of, Feathers
Academy of Clairvoyants and Holistic Therapies. She has helped with Spirit
Rescue and also enjoyed sharing the techniques to connect with our Spirit
Guides. Though a witch at heart, Myst welcomes the opportunity to learn
about all pagan paths, as well as honouring her Native ancestors and guides.
Pegacorn is an avid health pr omoter and gur u of body positivity! She has just finished
her nursing school and works with the elderly to promote body health and disease management. Pegacorn is here to support all forms of health!
Rick Dhur & Marie Douville (aka Flir tatia) have been pr acticing Cr aft together in the
Ottawa Pagan Community for some 13 years. Rick practices a Shamanic path and Marie
works a bit of everything. Both are senior instructors with the Ottawa Pagan Schola teaching
circle.
RisingPhoenix (aka RP) fell in the metaphysical soup in her pr e-teens, she would say:
she is the sum of her experiences, and is still learning. Come talk with her, she doesn’t
bite.... much. She loves a good conversation, from metaphysics, to hermetic sciences, to
alchemy, and everything in between.
Ron Lyen is KG‘s answer to Bond villain Oddjob. He has a worrying attraction to sharp, pointy things, and can often be found beating on Badger
with big sticks. Ron is also a superb cook who every year saves Fest from
rowdy pirates by keeping the denizens of Pirate Camp well-fed and content.
Sarah Anne Lawless is a professional ar tist, wr iter , and folk her balist.
Her work has been published by Scarlet Imprint and Gullinbursti Press and
has been featured in Clavicula Nox, Pillars, The Cauldron, Witches & Pagans, and Hex Magazine. She is a carver, painter, and illustrator working in
the mediums of bone, wood, ink and paint creating original artwork, talismans, and ritual
tools. Aside from all this awesomeness, she is most well-known for her herbal creations
crafted from rare, organic and wild harvested plants: flying ointments, potions, elixirs, incense, smoking blends and more.
Sarah Wibberley is the owner of Pathwalks, and a dr uid in the Avalon tr adition: a shamanic path of sovereignty and balance with nature. When she's not running workshops,
tending the bonfire or chilling in Dragon Camp, she works out of her home in Kanata and
sings with Tone Cluster—Quite a Queer Choir.
Shamrock is a witch and Pr iestess, who has also been involved with the Pagan community for about 20 yrs. A long-time member of the Monkeys, she is now branching out into
our Adopt-a-Newbie program. You will find her skipping about with her sorting hat, pouncing on innocent Newbies and sorting them with adopting families. Do not be afraid! She is
not dangerous, and has had all her shots.

HAIL AND HORN GATHERING

June 30 to July 3, 2017 at Raven’s Knoll
Rituals ~ Games ~ Workshops ~ Skald-craft
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A gathering for the modern practice of the religious custom of the
pre-Christian Scandinavian and Germanic folk.
This year we honour Heimdall and Syn.

Silent Raven (aka Drew Thomson) is a KG veter an. He has followed an Ear th-based
path most of his life. He loves learning as well as sharing what he knows with others.

Stephen & Nadia Stephen wields his many year s’ experience and sharp emotional intelligence to navigate various types of complex poly relationships. Nadia is a cognitive scientist
with keen logic and practiced empathy. They draw upon their experience with poly's ups,
downs, and in-betweens to act as poly ambassadors.
Stern Paul A member of and Assistant Instr uctor at the Etobicoke Kendo Club, he is
also a two-time member of the winning team at the Canadian National Kendo Championships (2011 and 2014). He is a proud past member of the Montreal Kendo Club.
Steve Edwards An actor , health enthusiast, and member of the Canadian Ar med For ces for over 10 years. I have had a great interest in the mind and studied mental health and
ascension both through the lens of science and spirituality. I have even taught mindfulness
for the military on occasion.
Susan Brooks is a second degr ee pr iestess fr om The Floating Spir al tr adition fr om
Ohio, which is a branch of the Chicago Pagan Way and has been in service to the God/dess
since 1989. Susan has a M.Ed. in Community Counseling and is an Ontario licensed psychotherapist.
Tasha MacIntyre I am just a Mom tr ying to find a village for myself, my husband and
my girls. We live life trying to support ourselves and those around us to become the best
versions of ourselves.
TomyHawK and Kevin not only ar e staff but they love to make noise on dr ums. TomyHawK is a full-time firefighter who found his passion for drumming two years ago. He
hasn’t stopped since. Kevin is a Ravens Knoll staffer who enjoys the outdoors and can be
found dishing out heartbeats around the fire most often.
VeraVera I am a pr acticing Wiccan of the Ottawa ar ea. I was bor n and raised in Nor th
Bay Ontario. My journey with addictions began when my parents met and has continued
throughout my life. My journey with paganism, specifically Wicca began when I was 11
years old. I hope to share my experience and how I have been able to overcome the harmful
role that addiction has played in my life.
Windy Otterkiss is a chocolatier inspir ed by the plant wor ld’s natural wisdom. When he
isn’t running around barefoot in the woods, foraging, hugging trees, and picking up litter,
he’s whipping together creations from the dehydrator, blender, slow cooker, or mold. A resident of New Tecumseth, Ontario, Windy is an Asatruar and Rune Wizard working with the
Elder Futhark.

Wyldcard I'm an eclectic pagan from Sudbur y Ontar io. I pr actice magic. I'm a geek
and a fangirl. I also play poker and chase butterflies. I like chocolate and wintergreen tea. I
also ask a lot of questions. I used to be terrified of fire, and now I'm a firekeeper.
Yvonne Aburrow has been a Pagan since 1985 and a Wiccan since 1991. She has an
MA in Contemporary Religions and Spiritualities from Bath Spa University, and lives and
works in Oxford, UK. She has written four books on the mythology and folklore of trees,
birds, and animals, and two anthologies of poetry. She is the editor of the Theologies of Immanence wiki. Her most recent books are "All Acts of Love and Pleasure: inclusive Wicca"
and "Pagan Consent Culture: Building Communities of Empathy and Autonomy" with
Christine Hoff Kraemer.
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MASTERS OF THE PORTAL
MA IS YOUR GOD
Maryanne “MA, Auntie M” Pearce
One of Canada’s better-kept military secrets is the fact that, years
ago, we had had our own research program to develop a new breed
of “super soldier.” One of the researchers experimented with combining Mohawk and Celtic DNA. The experiment was successful.
Too successful, it turns out, as the subject bashed her way out
through a reinforced concrete wall. Decades later, the army still
has not caught up with Maryanne. This may be because has a PhD
in law, and your average soldier rightly feels that a Celtic Mohawk
legal expert is something he is definitely NOT paid enough to deal
with. Or it may simply be because she has become very good at hiding under a giant
pile of Great Pyrenees dogs.
Austin “Auz the Viking” Lawrence
At first glance, Auz is your typical Viking warrior: tall, blond,
bearded. However, had he really been a Viking, he’d have been the
one standing in the longboat saying, “Do we really have to do this
pillaging and burning thing all the time? Can’t we all just get
along?” At which point he would have been tossed overboard, so
it’s probably a good thing he was never really a Viking. Auz does
have the Viking tendency to laugh in the face of peril. Peril is taking
it personally, and is sulking in the corner.

SERVANTS AND GUARDIANS OF THE PORTAL
YOU POOR DU< B BASTARD
Flying Monkeys (Security)
Badger “King Kong” Jones – Head
Gypsy Birch “Shadow Monkey”
Stacey “Peacemaker Monkey”
Kadri “Hungry Monkey”
Shane “Invisible Monkey”
TomyHawk “Fire Monkey”
Joven “Wolf Monkey”

Ron “Morning Monkey”
Viking Mike “Red Monkey”
J.S. “Quiet Monkey”
David “Howler Monkey”
Juniper “Hedge Monkey”
Shammy “Clover Monkey”
Kieran “Pirate Monkey”

Owl Post (Communications)
Kieran the Program Pirate
Kat the Pirate Queen Proofreader
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Shane “Knits With Balls” Hultquist
Brynn the Social Media Butterfly

The Nefarious Bunnies (Registration)
Natalie “La La Bunny Steps” – Head

Sandy “Early Bunny”
Cat “Hydro Faery”
Kadri “Hungry Bunny”

Ja “Thumper”
Myst “the High Roller”
Brynn “Guinea Bunny”
Healers (Medics)
Polka-Dot-Dan – Head

James the Third / Jimmy the Fist
Princess Buttercup (PB)
Alli “Pegacorn”

Meri “Early Riser” Fowler
Isa (and Poppet & Leelu)

The Trolls (Maintenance)
Brendan “The Handy” Roche—Head
Kai “The Helpful”
James “Ala-Bastard”

William “no, that kind of troll”
Katie
Kira, Green Fairy
Munchkinland

Flora “Munshkin”
Suzanne

Moustache Ambre

The Yägermeisters
Debbi Earthsong – Head (Front)
Wynterowl – Head (Back)

Front of the Yag
Christina “The Knollteer”
Aqua
Emily “Ginny’s Doppelganger”
Alex “Cookie”
Tafi
Jacky B
Spark

Back of the Yag
MC Basil
Pollen
Phoenix
Melissa “Toasty”
Josh

Fire Keepers
Salamander—Head
Adam “Zippo”

Grey Cat
Music & Mirth

“Jock MacGregor”

David Wolfsong, Music Thingy Guy
The Magical Carnies
Aniya—Head

Gus, Wrangler of Helmut

Helmut “Dark Vendor”
Special Undertakings

Angela Grey, MA’s PA
Gwen, Volunteer Wrangler

Kadri Weiler, Staff Camp Chamberlain
Juniper, Pet Medic
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FESTIVAL RULES

Please read these rules as they are meant to maintain
the well-being and safety of everyone attending.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
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As Raven’s Knoll has not yet succeeded in becoming a sovereign state, all laws of Canada
and the Province of Ontario apply to everyone at KG.
Fees for garbage and recycling are: Garbage $2/bag, $1/bag for recycling, LCBO free. No
charge to sort your recyclables at the Green Fairies depot (behind the comfort station).
No illegal substances, firearms or pyrotechnics (sparklers excepted) are allowed.
If you put the safety or well-being of others at risk, creating a hazard to the site or a situation
that could have a hazardous outcome, you will be asked to leave.
KG is a safe space. Sexually aggressive or inappropriate behaviour will not be tolerated.
No underage drinking of alcohol is permitted. The legal drinking age in Ontario is 19. (Years
from past lives do not count toward legal drinking age.)
Children under the age of 18 must be in the company of, OR have written permission from, a
custodial parent or legal guardian to attend the festival.
Parents are responsible for their under-18 children at all times. Parents who do not, in the
opinion of the Festival organizers, exercise good parental care of their children will be asked
to leave. Children under 10 must be supervised at all times.
No child under age 12 may be left unattended near ANY body of water on the site. Children
MUST be supervised by an adult at the beaches. The swimming area is not supervised so you
swim at your own risk. No swimming in the Sacred Well. No swimming at night.
Don’t dig or create any additional fire pits or scavenge fire wood from Raven’s Knoll property. If personal fires are permitted, you can buy firewood at the registration office.
No glass bottles around the common fire pits. Remember that dancers may be barefoot.
You can use your personal canoes and kayaks, but no motorized boats are permitted during
KG. All Ontario boating rules must be obeyed.
Following a referendum, Rule 13 has voted to leave the list of rules. Fnord.
Respect privacy. No video cameras, and do not photograph anyone, including people in the
background, without their prior consent (even with a camera phone). This includes rituals
and group shots. Videos and unwelcome photos will be erased, and offenders may be asked
to leave.
Smoking is strictly forbidden in all cabins, buildings and the children’s area(s). You can
smoke anywhere else on the site as long as you dispose of your cigarette butts in a fire-safe
and environmentally-friendly way. (Use the butt cans provided).
There is no bathing, washing of clothes or dishes in the river. (And definitely not in the Sacred Well.) Don’t clean dishes in the bathrooms or you will find yourself on bathroom duty!
You may be skyclad at the common fire pit at night, in the Cauldron, and in your own
campsite area. Be aware the river is public. Boats may occasionally pass by and neighbours
do use the river in view of our beach area. In keeping with community standards, we ask that
you respect the norms of the host/muggle community of which we are privileged to be a part,
and ask that everyone not be naked and that breasts be covered in the beach area (breast
feeding of infants is of course permitted everywhere!).
Except at the discretion of the Festival Staff, please do not use electrically amplified musical
instruments, radios, car stereos, etc.
Respect our neighbours – stay on Raven’s Knoll land. Trespassing on neighbours’ property
will be considered a serious transgression of hospitality.
The Vé, Spiral, Mirkwood, Shrine Trail and pine areas are out of bounds after dark. The
Dump area is always off-limits to guests. This is for your own safety.
Respect yourself and others. Do not offend the Gods and Goddesses or spirits of the land.
This is a private gathering; the Hosts of the festival and Stewards of the land have the right
to enforce these rules. Anyone violating these rules shall be expelled without refund.

